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ENTUCKY AUTHOR Jesse Stuart and his wife, Naomi, view some of the
materials displayed in the Jesse Stuart Suite in the Murray State University
library. Stuart, who has maintained a close tie with the university since suf-
fering a heart attack on the campus in 1954, has given his vast collection of
original manuscripts, publishers' proofs, first editions, letters, papers and
other memorabilia to the university. Much of it has been housed there sin-
ce 1960 on a long-term loan basis.
Organizational Meeting SPKItursday
Few Signs Of Farm Strike Here
There were no visible signs of a strike
in Calloway County today as farmers
sympathetic with the American
Agriculture movement vowed to
withhold crops into 1978.
The movement is expected to have
widespread support among western
Kentucky farmers, Kentucky members
of American Agriculture say.
But, in Calloway County, farm
leaders with the movement say it is
difficult to determine how many far-
mers will become involved in the effort.
American Agriculture has opened a
field office in the county on East Main
adjacent to Purchase Equipment
Company.
An organizational meeting is set for
Thursday evening in the new office at
7:30 o'clock.
"We're holding everything and we're
buying only the essentials," one farm
movement spokesman told the Murray
Ledger & Times today. American
Agriculture based in Springfield, Colo:,
has called on all farmers in the nation
to stop selling their crops and buying
anything other than essentials to
protest the current rate of farm prices.
Farmers from Calloway County
attended a large gathering at the
General Tire union hall Tuesday night.
Representatives of American
Agriculture came to Kentucky about
three weeks ago to generate support,
and one western Kentucky farmer who
agreed with their objectives was Larry
Smiley, now one of the leaders of the
Jesse Stuart Donates Vast
Collection To Murray State
Perhaps the largest colleAron of
original manuscripts of one Kentucky
author has been given to Murray State
  *UniverSity by Jesse Stuart, the work*:
- renowned Greerlup County novelist, -
poet, essayist end short stery-writer:- -
Much of the collection-which in-
cludes letters, publishers proofs, first




The traffic signal at the intersection
of 12th and Main should be back in
operation by this weekend according to
Ron Riester, an official with the
Kentucky Department of Tran-
sportation's district office in Reidland.
Reister, who apologized to the local
public for the long delay in getting the
signal repaired, said that DOT workers,
including a specialist from Frankfort,
had been unable to pinpoint a short
circuit in the signal's control system.
"The only thing that can be done now
is to rewire the complete signal as if it
were a new installation," Reister said,
pointing out that the rewiring of the
signal was presently underway.
The signal has been out of operation
since Dec. 2 and a portable foureway
stop sign has been erected to help
control the traffic flow. During rush
hours, traffic has at times been backed
up several blocks as motorists ap-
proach the intersection.
stories and poems, dis-sertations about
his life, more than 300 scrapbooks filled
with reviews of his writings and
Loriginal,woodcuts and drawings used as
- illustrations-has been housed in the
Je3se Stuart Suite and in the vaults -of-
the main library at Murray State on a
long-term loan basis since March, 1960.
For the past year, Stuart and his
family have been quietly arranging for
,the collectionwone of the biggest and
most impressive one-author collections
in the country, to be permanently
housed at Murray State.
"I want scholars to be free to use the
collection," Stuart emphasized in
notifying university officials of his
action.
"I want to keep the manuscripts
together and add all the future ones to
the collection," he went on, "and I want
everything to be together, to stand or
fall for one man created them. I don't
want them scattered, as is often the
case, for one leans on the other and
there are connections."
Specific guidelines for the
availability and use of the materials,
which, Stuart emphasized, are being
given to the university in the name of
their daughter, Jane, are being drawin
up.
The internationally-recognized
author and poet and Murray State have
maintained a unique, close relationship
since Oct. 8, 1954, when Stuart suffered
a severe heart-attack after speaking to
teachers attending a First District
Education Association meeting on the
campus.
Too ill to be moved, he was
hospitalized more than six weeks in
Murray, several hundreds of miles
from his beloved lifetime home in W-
Hollow of Greenup County in Eastern
Kentucky.
But the people of Murray State
-College, eathe institution was kiwi at 
that time, and across the Murray -
community rallied to the side of the
stricken author and his wife, Naomi,
and daughter as he slowly regained his
strength. Lasting ties between Stuart
and his family and the institution were
See, STUART




Calvin G. Grayson has approved a new
road improvement project for Calloway
County.
The project approval was announced
as an amendment to the county's rural
secondary road program for the
current fiscal year.
It calls for repairs to a drainage
structure at Panther Creek on New
Concord-McCuiston Church Road (KY
280).
Grayson said that the work will be
financed out of special funds reserved
by the state for emergency im-
provements to roads and bridges
eligible for support under Kentucky's
Rural Secondary Road Program.
The work will be funded out of other
rural secondary road monies already
allotted to the county for the current
fiscal year.
movement in this suite.
-In our area, I'm expecting about 90.
percent participation," Smiley said
Tuesday in a telephone interview from
Mayfield. He defined his area as the
-lower -four or five counties" in the
state, generally in the vicinity of
Graves, Hickman, Calloway, Carlisle
and McCracken counties.
At least two rallies were scheduled
today in western Kentucky, at
Hopkinsville and Bowling Green, where
speakers from the national American
Agriculture organization were to speak
to farmers about the strike.
The farmers plan to picket com-
modity distribution points, Smiley said,
such as milk plants, graineries and
businesses which supply goods to
groceries.
The picketing will continue "until
Congress gives the farmer 100 percent
of parity and the farmers elect a board
to keep an eye on that parity thing in
Washington," Smiley said.
Parity prices are determined by the
U. S. Department of Agriculture and
represent the relationship between
what a farmer gets for his crops and
!vhat he has to spend to produce them.
In Kentucky, current prices for all farm
products are below parity.
A farm movement spokesman here
said tentative plans in the next few
weeks call for operating the local office
and talking for farmers and neighbors.
He called the strike a "non-violent
thing," and added, "We plan to keep it
that way."
"We're getting ready for a long haul.
Some of the hbusewives are probably
going to get mad at us when bread goes
up 20 cents in the next 30 days," another
farmer said.
One spokesman said that should
farmers obtain 100 percent parity on
wheat, for example, bread prices
should "only increase from two and one
half to three cents, no more than four
cents."
Farmers say farm machinery prices
have almost doubled in seven years.
29 Killed Including Entire EU Team
"We've seen an eight percent mark-up
on farm machinery this year," one
said.
Other farm leaders say they will be
unable to judge the strength of strike
participation, at least until it has been
in effect for several days.
In Graves County, a farm spokesman
who asked not to be identified said he
expected participation to be 25 percent
or less. Other farm leaders in the area
said participation has been good in
several recent tractorcades sponsored
by American Agriculture, but they do
not know if the enthusiasm will con-
tinue.
"Some farmers feel strongly about
this thing," said one. "Others don't, so
it's difficult to judge."
Spokesmen for farm-related
businesses in the area echoed that
opinion. Farmers have not been buying
more supplies in anticipation of the
strike, they said, although some have
increased their livestock sales.
Charter Plane Attempting To
Turn Back, Crashes To Ground
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) - A plane
carrying college basketball players and
team' supporters was trying to turn
back with a sputtering engine seconds
after it took off in rain and dense fog
whin it crashed into a muddy hillside,
killing all 29 aboard, witnesses said.
The crash of the chartered twin-
engine DC-3 Tuesday night killed the
ntfr 14-man University of Evansville
basketball team and its coach. In ad-
dition, the three crew members and 11
other persons were among the dead.
- All 29 of the victims were -identified,
but two of the bodies were left at the
the quality of the aircraft and we'll alio
investigate_ whether the airport should
have been operating under the existing.
conditions," Hogue said.
The NT5E1 investigator said the
weather -at the. time was foggy and a
light rain was *ling, cutting visability
to threequarters of a mile. He said
other craft were landing and taking off
-at-thealrport without any -problem&  
Many of the 5,000 students on the
Methodist-affiliated campus spent the
night praying, talking quietly with with
frieoating.
"We cO 't go to sleep," said David
scene overnight because tfie weather
hampered recovery efforts.
Mark Moulton, the color announcer
for the team who Was not on the flight,
said the team had been scheduled to
leave during the afternoon, but was
delayed for more than three hours until
the plane finally arrived to pick up the
passengers.
National Transportation Safety
Board investigator Philip A. Hogue said
the plane crashed about a minute after
it took off.
The plane took off and then appeared
momentarily on radar, turning back
toward the airport, before disap-
pearing, Hogue said. There was no
emergency radio contact with the
plane, he said.
The wreckage, scattered over a 20-
foot bluff overlooking railroad tracks
near a subdivision, was still
smouldering this morning. Only the tail
section remained intact.
"We're going the check the weather,
County Fiscal Court
To Meet Thursday
Calloway County Fiscal Court will
hold a regular monthly meeting
Thursday, Dec. 15.
The 1 p.m. meeting.,SFill be in the
office of Calloway County Judge Robert
0. Miller.
Teachers Meet With Legislators On KEA Aims
By LOWELL ATCHLEY
° Murray Ledger & Times Staff Reporter
Both a state senator and state
representative serving Calloway
County agree on one point when it
comes time to talk about the 1978
Kentucky Education Association
legislative program - it'll cost money.
State Senator Richard Weisenberger
told a group of teachers attending a
Murray Education Association meeting
Tuesday evening the KEA package will
probably not be passed in total. "Any
government has that old problem of
demand for more services; and that
will take more funds." Weisenberger
serves Calloway, Graves and a portion
of Marshall Counties.
Weisenberger, Mayfield, said most
KEA needs are budgetary items with
the exception of a professional
nego&tionibill.
Kenny Imes, Murray, I state
representative who serves Calloway
and a portion Trigg Counties, said
"there is talk of" 'a $2,800 teacher
salary increase spread out over two
years. Imes sits on the Appropriations
and Revenue Committee in the House.
"The Carroll Administration has It
least made education ,thetop priority
mod I think we're sti moving in'that
direction,' Imes told about 25 teachers
from both Calloway and Murray
Independent School Systems attending
the session at Murray Middle School.
But the state representative added that
"more effort is going to have to come
locally."
The 1978 KEA lobbying package calls
for an increase in the average per pupil
expenditure in Kentucky schools to the
average for tseven surrounding states
The package also calls for salary in-
creases to guarantee a minimum
teacher salary schedple equaling the
seven surrounding states.
KEA is lobbying for a law to
guarantee local education associations
AFTER mErTinic — State Representative Kenny Imes (center) of MbrraN
chats with a group of teachers follow a session with Murray Education.
Association. State Senator Richard Weisenberger, Mayfiel4 also attended,.
the session on possible edbn legisiationir; the '19711 CAsneral Assefn-
bly
-
Staff Photo by Lowell Atch
t • ta• •
a formal procedure for negotiating with
local boards of education. KEA is
calling for a reduction in class size "to
make more effective instruction
possible."
The state teachers organization is
lobbying for a Kentucky Teachers'
Retirement System funding increase to
a level equal to the percentage con-
tributions by the state and the em-
ployee to other state retirement
systems. KEA is also asking for other
assorted fringe benefits to go along with
the retirement requests.
Teachers attending the session
criticized the present retirement
system funding level, saying  that it
should "at least be brought up
level of state employees."
Weisenberger said teachers could
place dual emphasis on "not quite as
rifirch fringe" iiiCE'rnff-qi.'ute as much
salary," instead lobbying for increased
retirement benefit levels.
Weisenberger told the teachers that a
professional negotiations bill "has a
good chance in the legislature this
time." He didn't say how he would vote
should such a bill come to the Senate
floor.
, Imes, however, reiterated his stand
See, TEACHERS-
Page 14-A, Colutim7
-Men mg, an year-7M freahnitin from
Peru, Ind. "You just can't take
something like that to bed."
The twin engine propeller plane,
chartered from National Jet Service
Inc. of Indianapolis, left Dress Regional
Airport here at 47:20 p.m. Tuesday
bound for Nashville, Tenn., and "en-
countered some type of difficulty," said
Bill Phipps, deputy coroner for Van-
derburgh County.
, Ha„said the plane appeared to have
turned back to the air'port when it
crashed into the hillside.
"We saw it go into the clouds. We
heard a loud 'pop.' We heard an engine
rev up, then we heard the crash and
saw an explosion," said Patrick Alvey,
a licensed pilot and owner of Metro
Beechcraft_Corp,_a charter service at
the airport.
Alvey said he and a companion were
among the first people to arrive at the
crash scene, near railroad tracks north
of a new reidentlaltubvtslon.
"The ftaieta-ge was- inta-ct, the /eft
wing was ripped he recalled.
"Very many bodies were still in their
seatbelts and many were strewn
around. It was a mess - just a total
mess.
"We had four people alive. They were
just strewn around. The wreckage was
See, CRASH
Page 14-A, Column 6
Coach Expected To Be
Recommended Saturday
A recommendation on a successor to
Bill Furgerson as head football coach at
Murray State University is expected to
be presented to the university's board
of regents meeting Saturday even
though it is not listed on the official
agenda for the meeting at this time.
University officials, including vice
president for university services Dr.
Marshall Gordon, chairman , of a
screening committee appointed to
review applicants for the post, have
indicated that the ,recommendation
should be finalized in time to present it
tote board this Saturday.
The board meeting will begin at 1:30
p. m. in the board room on the fifth floor
of Sparks Hall on the MSU campus.
The committee has reviewed over 100
applicants for the post, which became
Open when Furgerson submitted his
resignation Nov. 21. Several of the
applicants have also been interviewed
by committee members.
Items listed on the official agenda for
the Saturday meeting include:
- the swearing in of M. Ronald
Christopher Who was named to the
board to succeed the late Frank A.
inside toda
Stubblefield;
- a report from university president
Dr. Constantine Curris;
- an appointment as dean of the
College of Environmental Sciences;
- acceptance of a gift ( personal
papers from Jesse Stuart;
- a report from Dr. Frank Julian,
vice president for student development,
and;
- discuss* of a request for the
establishing of a credit union on the
campus and supplemental life in-
surance for employees.
Y Two Sections-24 Pages
Tragedy has rocked the college sports world again with
the crash Tuesday‘ evening of a DC-3 plane carrying the
Evansville University basketball team at Dress Memorial
Airport at Evansville, Ind. Murray State University was
scheduled to play in a post-Christmas tournament at the
University of Evansville. Additional stories on the crash
that left 29 dead appear today in the sports section, Page
8-A
partly cloudy today's index
--crAssiri  7131P11,-TS, 11PI3




Partly cloudy tonight, low in
the mid to upper 30s. Mostly
sunny and mild Thursday, high in
the upper 40s to low 50s.
Friday through Saturday:
Chance of showers through the
period with unseasonably warm
temperatures. Highs in the upper
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Mrs. Broach Elected -Farm
Bureau District Leader
Mrs. Ray/ Martha ) Broach
was elected chairman of First
Distrzon_lkireau_Women
at the district business




She will be working with
Mrs. Ray Broach.





Lam. and Carlisle. 
Mrs. Broach is past
chairman of Calloway County
Farm Bureau Women, past
president of Calloway County
Homemakers, president of
Kirksey PTA four years, and
now servins as vice-chairman-
of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital Board, also trustee of
Calloway County LAbrary
Board, and on Administrative
board of CardWater United
Methodist Church.
She will be a voting delegate
to the American Farm Bureau
convention to be held in
Houston, Texas, January 8
through 12. Her husband is
agency manager for the Farm
Bureau Insurance Agency, in.,
Calloway County. The have
one son, Terry, underwriter
for Farm Bureau Insurance
Agency, Murray, and two
daughters, Gale, social
worker with Christian County
School System, and Kathie,
sophomore at Murray State
University.
Attending the convention
from Calloway County were
Your Individual
Horoscope
 Frances Drake 
4-hb
7>e
FOR THURSDAY, DECEMBER 15, 1977
What kind of ihty will
tomorrow be? To find out what
the stars say, read the forecast
Oven for your birth Sign.
ARIES
) Mar. 21 to Apr. 201 er
Stellar influences fairly
generous, but you could fall
short of the mark, nevertheless,
if not careful. Studrhew trends
and suggestions, and do not
reject unusual ideas arbitrarily.
TAURUS
( Apr. 21 to May 211
"VALENTINO"
7 10
I Dec. 22 to Jan. 204
Best results will come from
teamwork. Confer, exchange
ideas. Some adverse influences
suggest caution, but NOT
Note the difference between anxiety, in carrying out day's
-gokimriel-tinseF-43onecee4oeleti—program--
by flatterers. This day is open AQUARIUS
season for flightiness, going to ( Jan. 21 to Feb. 191 '''`"'"
Avoid a tendency toward
lethargy. You could make some
unusual strides if you put your




(Feb. 20 to Mar. 201 -f
Disappointment? This should
NOT stop you, rather make you
determined to regroup forces
f r surer attainment next time
Make this day COUNT — in one
way or another.
YOU BORN TODAY are
endowed with a fine intellect, a
gift of leadership and a high
order of versatility. No matter
what career you adopt as a life
work, you will succeed —
properly trained and giving it
your best, of course. And so
many fields are open to you!
You have excellent financial
judgment and are a natural




the more reason to hold YOUR
ground. Care!
SAGITTARIUS
t Nov. 23 to Dec. 211 )ef;
You may be inclined to drive
yourself too hard now. Don't!
Try to eliminate nonessentials
from your schedule, so that you





May _ZL tu Ju .1ne 21
A chance for new gains or, at
least, solichirrig—tficirie—kready
made, and preparing for sub-
stantially more. Note what to
change in previous methods,
what NOT to alter.
CANCER
June 22 to July 23) ISO
. Move in a•decisive, knowing
manner. Don't allow any feeling
of futility to supersede your
usual ambition. Capitalize on all
bona fide offerings.,
LEO .r)
iJuly 24 to Aug. 23) vfottY.
Even if your schedule is
crowded, don't refuse to do a
little "extra- if it will help a
project along. It will pay in the
long run.
VIRGO
t Aug. 24 to Sept. 23)
Conquer a tendency toward
lethargy now and determine to
get in there with some excellent banker, broker or investment
pitching. Make a definite, consultant. In business you are'
deliberate effort to win. tops. You can write — and
LIBRAbrilliantly; can act —. and
I Sept. 24 to act. 231 become famous. Your keen and
Meet this day with the analytical mind makes you an
determination to see its new outstanding lawyer or jurist— a
possibilities and offers — many professional line which could
to be eagerly graved. Creative. lead. to , ,statesmanship or_
pursuits especially favored. diplomacy. You are creative.
SCORPIO and can commercialize art. In
Oct. 24 to Nov. 22) Illoieltr short, you are one of the most
This period asks patience on talented members of your Sign.
everyone's part and, if others Birthdate of: Maxwell An-
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Don't forget our Christmas Gift
, looks make terrific presents and
what a price'A $5.001argain for
• 41.50
Mr. and Mrs. Carmon Parks,
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Broach, Mr.
and. liars_ Graham 1 &Ur._
Holmes Ellis, and Noble Cox.
- .•
'''






Turgay Yucel, 5667 Hart
Hall, M.S.U., Murray, David
Waltz, Rt. 4, Haywood Rd.,
Martin, Tn., Mrs. Betty L.
Atchison and Baby Boy, Rt. 1,
Puryear, Tn., Mrs. Doris F.
Brown and Baby Boy, No. 37,
Riviera Cts., Murray, William
L. Pearson, Rt. 1, Richmond,
Mo., Mrs. Minnie B. Williams,
Rt. 3, Buchanan, Tn., Miss
Lea A. Mead, Bx. 6162 Hester
Hall, M.S.U., Murray, Mrs.
Pamela J. Montgomery, Bx.
330 Rt. 1, Benton, Mrs. Mary
E. Warren, Rt. 4, Murray,
Mrs. Kay B. Roth, Rt. 8, Bx.
445, Murray, Herbert W.
Sanders, Rt. 7, Mayfield, Mrs.
Dinesha Hopkins, Rt. I,
Hardin, Rooert Et, Perrin, 1720
Holiday, Murray, Mrs.
Margaret E. Tharp, 2205
Coldwater Rd., Murray, Mrs.
Kathryn Walker, 1602 Sunset
1)r., Murray, Mt s. cloale V.
Wisehart, Rt. 1, Alum, Mrs.
Lanie K. Barrow (expired),
Hazel.
MANSION VISIT — Gov. and Mrs. Julian Carroll and their two-year old daughter Elly
admire the crystal ornaments adorning the Christmas tree in the Governor's Mansion
in Frankfort Mrs. Carroll has imited the public to visit the Governor's Mansion to view
the elaborate decorations during the holidays. The mansion will be open from 9:30







the program for the December
first meeting of the Garden
Department of the Murray
Woman's Club.
Mr. Valentine briefly
reviewed the current ac-
tivities of the theater group, as
well as plans for the im-
mediate future which include
teaching theater in the public
schools, and a puppet theater.
Bererlv Rogers Is Honored
At Planned Bridal Shower
Beverly Rogers, December
17th bride of Sam n Wylie, was
the honoree of a delightfully
planned shower given by
Robin Brittain, Connie Evans:
Janie Lamb and Bonnie Lyons
on November 19. 
The bride-elect chose a
beige suit and matching
printed top from hertrousseau
to wear for the special oc-
casion. She was presented _a
rust sil.k rilv.P oar-cage by the
hostesses.
The mother of the bride-
elect, Mrs. Lenith Rogers, and
the mother of the groom-elect,
Mrs. Jim Wylie, were also
presented with silk corsages.
ar• - T...., •
A color scheme of brown,
beige, and gold was used
throughout the shower. Janie
Lamb presided • at the guest
register.
Games. were played with
Denise Steele and Janie Lamb
WThfiThg Ih-e— prizes who
presented them to the
honoree. Refreshments_ _were,
served from a table overlaid-
in gold cloth:
The -hostesses _presented the  -
honoree with a silk flower
arrangement for her new
home.
Approximately twenty
persons attended the shower
or sent gifts.
Kentucky Princess Soya To
Be Selected In January
Kentucky will select
Princess Soya January 12,
1978 in Madisonville.
She must be a resident of
Kentucky, between 18 and 25
years of age, unmarried, a
high school graduate, have.
soybean oriented background,
in gopd health, a minimum of
in stature, and a resident
of the county she represents.
Any girl who is interested
4,nd meets these requirements
may obtain an entry blank and
further information by con-
tacting her local County
Extension Office at 209 Maple
Street, Murray, KY 42071, 753-
1452.
Entries must be received by
the Kentucky Princess Soya
Contest, Kentucky Soybean
'Association, 2538 Cox Mill
Road, Hopkinsville, Kentucky
42240 by January' 10,1978.
All applicants must go to the
state contest to be interviewed
by the judges. The Kentucky
princess will be selected
January 12th and crowned at
the Kentucky Soybean Ass'n
meeting in Madisonville.
The winner will be expected
to compete in the National
Miss Soya Contest in Chicago,
Illinois at the Palmer House











Ruin Raisin Ice Cream
RUM RAISIN ICE CREAM
Easy way to achieve g favor-
ite flavor. -
cut) raisins
2 tablespoons golden ruin
1 pint vanilla ice cream
( in a pail-typo container)
Pour the rum over -the rai-
sins, cover and let stand over--
night, Let ice cream soften
slightly and fold in the raisins,
including the nun they have
not absorbed. Pack back into
the ice-cream container; covey-







20 Visits For $20





, Dixieland (-met Murray, 753-6881
V -404-
He entertained the members
with unrehearsed skits in-
volving various club mem-
bers.
A short business meeting
was held by Chairman, Mrs.
Leonard Vaughn. An ,in-
vitation to attend the Mayfield
Christmas Home Tour,
December 8, and sponsored by
the Laurel Oak Garden Club of
Mayfield, was announced.
Current project's discussed
included the sale of The
Murray Woman's Club Cook-
book at the Peoples Bank and
the involvement of the local
schools in the poster contest of
the Audubon District of
Garden Clubs of America.
Dortha Jones announced
that the program for the
department's January 5
meeting will be making silk
flowers. Any _ members
wishing to make flowers are to
notify the calling committee.
New menibers- welcomed
into the department were Mrs.
Keith Morris, Mrs. Castle
Parker, Mrs. Harden Wells,
edeae
Froats & Howard
Vows To Be Read
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Froats of Burgettstown, Pa., announce
the engagement and approaching marriage of their daughter,
Heidi, to Mark A. Howard, son of Mr. and Mrs. Billy C. Howard
of Salem.
Miss Froats attended Murray State University and is now
employ4_at the Sager Glove Corporation in Murray. Mr.
Howd-rd-wilI be graduating thts month from Murray State
University.
The Wedding will be solemnized on Saturday, December 31,
at two p.m. at the Bellwood Baptist Church in Murfreesboro,
Tn. A reception will follow the ceremony.
and Mrs. Timothy Graves.
Hostesses for the meeting
were Clover Cotham, Lillian
Graves, Eva Morris, and
Nancy Adams.
Don't overwater
Here's a "rule of thumb" for
watering house plants. More
of them are killed by
overwatering than _b,yany
other kind of abuse. That's the
observation of professional
florists. They recommend a
simple method of telling when
a plant needs water and when
it doesn't.
Push your thumb or any
other finger into the soil to a
depth of about one inch. If the
soil is not Moist, water it.If it is
moist, don't. The soil should
not be kept wet, but allowed to
drain after watering until it is
evenly moist.
 ' 'moist. ' 
forget "wet." And when in
doubt see your florist. He'll
be gladito advise' you.
Stereo FM/AM Radio, Phono and 8-Track Tape
Player — all in a beautiful Mediterranean styled
cabinet that's only 35" long. Sound is projected
by the full-range speakers with
inter-cone tweeters for great
listening enjoyment. Model 6166. $2290°
MAGNAVOX
QUALITY IN EVERY DETAIL
.1 3. B MUSIC- MAGNAVOX
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Make Them Help
With the Dishes
By Abigail Van Buren
1977 by The Chicago Tribune N T haewS SW`Cl Inc
t
EAR ABBY: Christmas is coming soon and I dread it. I
rig to a large family and we all go to Mom's for
istmas dinner. Some of us bring prepared dishes and
p fix the rest of the meal once we get there.
?titer dinner all the men retire to the living room, and
eng with them go a couple of their wives. The wives just
Itwithout even offering to help with the dishes or to clean
the mess. It's always the same ones. They arrive with
eir husbands and children just in time -to eat, and they
er lift a finger to help.
4, How would you word it to let them know that they are
{expected to pitch in and help?
HAD ENOUGH IN VA.
t PEAR HAD: Use the direct approach. Go into the living
lir ancraala for "voluntasze- K.P. duty. And if theyvolunteer-draft 'em! 
DEAR ABBY; A very likeable and popular girl whom
thee shall call "Ya' know" is driving us all batty with a habit
has acquired.
• 'Her otherwise intelligent conversation is punctuated-by
iquent and seemingly endless "ya' knows."
' We are so distracted by all those "ya' knows" in every
tence that we would like to say something to her, but
pp don't want to hurt her feelings or get her angry at us.
-I Any suggestions?
HER FRIENDS
DEAR FRIENDS: Tell "ya' know" in a friendly,
jonjudgmental manner,_ and observe her reaction. If she
appreciates being made aware-U.1111s distracting habit and
*lays she'd like to overcome it, offer to help her further by
responding, "Yes, I know" each time she drops a "ya'
know" into a sentence.
, But if she resents your well-intentioned criticism, say no
more and accept her, "ya' knows" and all.
• DEAR ABBY: The othe day I came across a poem that
ieems to• state perfectly my reason for writing to you:
• "Daughtex.-bas her master's
". Son his PILD.
But Dad is the only one 7
' Who has a
• My husband-is ready to retire and we still have all four
Of our grown, college-educated children living with us. We
love them all, but we can't go on supporting them forever.
With nolas andrttle money, therIe Is tittistikelihood of
their marrying and giving us grandchildren before our
jives are over.
Dad and I can't figure out if it's the fear of a challenge,
love of their parents or laziness that keeps our children at
home and jobless. We are not people of means, and we
hig.s.cam!t, orniirsfiaay rIf them  _They_glihrLit worked bard-for
their educations, but their lives have come to a dead stop.
Where do we go from here?
M. FROM MASS.
DEAR M.: YOU don't go anywhere. But your
college-educated children should go daily in search of
employment, and keep going until they land something. If
they can't find jobs for which they are trained, they should
take whatever they can get in the meantime.
Getting married? No matter how little you have to spend
or how unconventional your lifestyle, it can be lovely. Send
for Abby's new booklet, "How to Have a Lovely Wedding."
Enclose $1 and a long, stamped 124 cents) self-addressed
envelope to Abby: 132 Lasky Dr., Beverly Hills, Calif.
90212.
Many Persons Visit In Area
During The Holiday Sedsons
Mrs...11... D. Key _.
December t, 1977
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas
Vandyke, Mr. and Mrs.
Milford Orr, and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited the Rev. and
Mrs. Terry Sills of Paducah on
--Tuesday. Mr. Vandyke had a
checkup with his doctor and
got good reports.
Mrs. Myrtice Nance was
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tn.,
on Monday and was taken to
the Baptist Hospital in Nash-
ville, Tn., on Tuesday by her
sons, Lowell Nance and
Vernon Nance and Mrs.
Nance.
Mr. and Mrs. Carnol Boyd
visited Mr. and Mrs. Dennis
Boyd on Sunday.
Morris Jenkins was
dismissed from the Henry
County Hospital, Paris, Tn.,
on Wednesday.
Mr. and Mrs. Vernon Nance
visied Mrs. Myrtice Nance in
the hospital at Nashville on
Thursday. Mr. and Mrs.
Lowell Nance visited her on
Sunday.
Mr. and Mrs. Ruben Flet-
cher visted Vergil Paschall on
Wednesday.
Mrs. Judy Summers and
son, Mark, visited Mr. and
Mrs. Henry Sykeson Wed-
nesday.
Mrs. Sadie Bucy visited
Mrs. R. D. Key on Wednesday.
Bro. and Mrs. Glynn Orr,
Rickie and Brian, and Mrs.
Jessie Paschall itspent.
Thanksgiving day with the
Glynn Orr family.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy
Jenkiks and Mrs. Bertie
Jenkins visited Mr. and Mrs.
Morris Jenkins on
Thacsgiving.
e Rev. and Mrs. Teri,
Sills and daughter, Terri
Lynn, her friend, Bennett
Fortune, and Mrs. Ted SiU
all of Paducah, and Mr. aiir
Mrs. Mark Paschall visited
Mr. and Mrs. Douglas Van-
dyke on Thanksgiving day.
Afternoon visitors were Mrs.
Jessie_Paschall„Rre...and  Mra-
Glynn Orr, Rickie and Brian.
Mr. and Mrs. Odell Hopkins
and children, Karen, Kenny,
Kim, and Kirk, visited Mr.
and Mrs. Rufus Hopkins and
Mrs. Ovie Wilson over the
weekend.
Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Young
and family visited Mr. and
Mrs. Maburn Key on
Thanksgiving. Afternoon
visitors were Mrs. Ovie Wilson




James Kenrob Knitmates .
to make those important first
impressions beautifully lasting!







panel stitch open front
cardigan sweater,


















Doi, Coy Mrs Max Paschall, Johnnie
Kuykendall called at the home- arid Julie," MisAiiii"A,i-
of Mrs. Jessie Paschall on derson, Mr. and Mrs. Gerald
Thursday afternoon but found Paschall and boys, Mr. and
her not at home. As they Mrs. Charles Guthrie, Mrs.
returned home they stopped to Rena Paschall, Mr. and Mrs.
visit Mr. and Mrs. Gaylon Ludie Malray and family, and
..Elisha Ora. -visited Arlin
Mr. and Mrs. Berthal Paschall Thursday night.
Grooms and daughter, Kim, of Mr. and Mrs: George
Detroit, Mich., spent time Whitford of Nashville, Tn.,
Thanksgiving holidays with visited Mr. and Mrs. Charles
Mrs. Holice Grooms and Mr. Paschall over the weekend.
and Mrs. -.I: C. Gallimere. Mr. and- Mrs. France-3
Bro. and Mrs. Warren Sykes Deering, Milford and Judy,
and son, Mitch, and Billy Bob Grover Deering of Detroit,
returned home from Mich., and James Miller
Roseville, Mich, on Friday Deering of Peoria, Ill., were
night after a visit with Bro. called here Monday due to the
and Mrs. Jerry Lee and death of their father and
daughter, Tabitha. They grandfather, Bert Deering of
drove in the snow and sleet Crestview Nursing Home. He
most of the way home. died Sunday night at the
We were sorry to lose a good rHenry County Hospital, Paris,
friend and neighbor, Mrs. Tn.
Lula Christ, who died
Saturday afternoon at the
Henry County - Holley, over-- -the
Tn.
Mr. and Mrs. Larry Nichols
and Denay visited 'Bro. and
Mrs. Warren Sykes on
Saturday.
Mrs. Sadie Bucy spent
Satufday night with Mrs.
Thelma Byars who is a patient
at the Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
Mr. and Mrs. Adolphus
Paschall and Mr. and Mrs.
Steve Smith vis)ted the Ludie
Mail-ay family on Thursday.
Arlin Paschall was in Paris,
Tn., Wednesday to see a May the Christmas free
doctor. He fell several days remind you of another tree
ago and suffered a fractured upon which He hung for you.
collar bone. May the Christmas cheer
Mr. and Mrs. Ludie Mablay, remind you of Him who said
Martha and Donald, Mr. and be of good 'cheer.
Mrs. Max Paschall, Johnnie May the Christmas feast
'and Julie, and Mr. and Mrs. remind you of Him who is the
Steve Smith spent ...Sunday Bread of Life.
with Mr. and Mrs. DzIphus May the Christmas bell
Paschall. remind you of the glorious
kt. and Mrs. James Phelps proclamation of His birth.
visited their daughter, CtncW, May the Christmas carols
in Murfreesboro, Tn., last remind you of Him who is the
week. - greatest friend to man.
Mr. - and - Mrs. Othel May the Christmas season
Paschall, Mr. and Mrs. remind you in every way of
Paschall',' Mr. and Iesus Christ your King."
Henry Jones Holley visited
his parents, Mr. and Mrs.
weekend.
Adolphus Paschall was in
Paris, In,, Monday to see ft
doctor.
Here is a special Christmas
poem, but the writer is
unknown:
"At This Christmas Time"
, "May the Christmas gifts
remind you of God's gift, His
only Begotten Son.
May the Christmas candles
remind you of Him who is the




state are being invited to
compete in Kentucky's second
annual All American State
Pageant to be held in Lexin ton
on April 14-15 at the Hilton Inn.
Girls are invited to par-
ticipate in one of the five
following categories:_
Tot, ages 3-6; Little Miss,
ages 7-9; Miss, ages 10-12;
Teen, ages not less than-13 or
older than 17 as of Labor Day
of 1978, also must not be a
graduate of high school before
spring of 1979; Girl, ages 17-2
17 year old contestants mus
Miss Sympson
Is Honored
Miss Paula Jean Sympson,
daughter of Chief and Mrs:H.
P. Sympson of Hamlin, has
been selected for membership
in the Gamma Upsilon
Chapter of Pi Omega Phi. ,a
national business educata-n
honor society.
Miss Sympson is a junior at
Murray State University
The initiation dinner 
held at 5:00 p.m. on WPd-
nesdaY, December 7, at the
Sirloin Stockade, Murra,
ADAMS GIRL
Mr. and Mrs. liallas A ! is
of Wingo are the parent, a
baby girl, Jill Ann, ut. it
eight pounds nine ounces • n
on Wednesday, DecemI -
at the Obion General He';
They have another dau. r.
Amy, age five.
Grandparents are Mr -1c1
Mrs. Garnett Adam of
Coldwater and M. and •
Bruce Gilbert of Water 1, Y•
"h••••-
be high school graduates of
1978.
An All American Girl will be
crowned .from each category.
Twenty to twenty-five girls
will be accepted to compete in
each category, according to
pageant officials.
Girls in the age groups of 3-
12 will compete with street
length party- dress, sport-
swear and close-up appraisal.
All girls except the 3-6 year
olds will be judged on talent
presentation. The , taren2,1fr.
iilateur or professional, mayr
be anything which shows the





The state winners will be
invited to comptete at the
National Pageant to be held in
August where over $5,000 in
scholarships and awards will
be presented. Talent winners
will also be invited to par-
ticipate in the National
Pageant. .
For further information,
please write or call: All
American Girl Pageant, P.O.
Drawer 1630, Dothan,
Alabama 36301, or call 205-792-
4907.
Civic Clubs, PTA's, Band
Boosters, and Individuals that
would like to stage a county












McAlister, Fulton; and Mrs.
NAM MEET — Wayne
Halley, minister of musk at
the First Baptist Church,
Murray, will lead the mem-
bers and associates of the
Murray Chapter of the
National Association of
Retired Federal Employees
at the buffet breakfast to be
held Friday, December 16, at
nine a.m. at the Colonial
House Smorgasbord. He will
be accompanied by Mrs. G.
M. Knight, pianist. Robert
Douglas, club president,




Mrs. Ruble Elkin of Almo




Jason Lee Kelley of Murray
was dismissed December 6





Ruth Wilson and Wesleyan
Circles of First United
Methodist Church Women will
meet at the home of Mrs. Otis
'Env-di-at 7:10 p.m. 
_
Hannah Circle of First
United Methodist Church
Women will have a couples'
dessert at the home of Vickie
and Mike Baker atleven p.m.
Recital by student brass trio
composed of David Golando,
trumpet, Richard Roberts,
French horn, and Tim
Bowling, trombone, will be at
9:15 p.m. in Farrell Recital
Hall, Price Doyle Fine Arts
Center, MSU. 
Mason's Chapel United
Methodist Church Women are
scheduled to meet at seven
p.m.




First Baptist Church Baptist
Young Women will meet at the
home of Carol Fields at seven
p.m.
Home Department of the
Murray Woman's Club will
meet at two p.m. at the club
house.
Hazel Woman's Club will
meet at -seven p.m. at the
Hazel Community Center.
Temple Hill Chapter No. 511
Order of the Eastern Star will




will meet at the Murray
Woman's Club House at 6:30
p.m.' -
Murray Women of the
Moose will meet at eight p.m.
at the lodge hall.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter of
-SPecial Prtlgram A"Ph- Teta Sigma Th1 will meet atRupp, filmed in 1975, will be
shown on Kentucky 
the Ellis Center at 7:30 p.m.
Educational Television at




present its annual Christmas
musical at the Middle School
auditorium at seven p.m. No
admission and public is in-
vited.
McAlister Family Reunion
Is Held At Park Terrace
Members of the family of
the late Byron and Genevieve
McAlister gathered Sunday,
December 4, for the annual
Christmas dinner and get-
together at the Park Terrace,
Fulton, with 47 in attonAnnt.e.
All of the children, except
Ronnie McAlister, of Murray,
were present, but his wife and
children of Murray
represented him. Four
grandchildren were unable to--
attend.
The McAlister sons and
daughters who attended with
their families were: Robert
McAlister, Memphis; John
McAlister, Fulton; Mrs. Bob
Miller, Paducah; Forrest ••
Others attending the affair
were Mr. and Mrs. Russell





Do notihnix soft and crisp
cookies in the same storage
container. The crisp ones will
soften because of the moisture
in the !eft cookies..„
Poplar Spring Baptist
Church WMU and their
husbands will meet at
Majestic Steak House 4 :30
p.m. for a dinner and then go
to the home of Cliff and Cloia
Campbell to prepare fruit
baskets for the shutins.
Countryside Homemakers
Club will have a dinner at the
Casa Mia at Hickory.
Coldwater United Methodist
Church Women will have a
dinner at the Triangle Inn at
6:30 p.m.
Woodmeh of the World
Family Night will be held at
6:30 p.m. at the WOW Hall. All
Woodmen and their famine:
are invited to attend.
Christmas music program
by students of Linda Wright
willbeatIFirst Baptist Church
Fellowship Hail at six p.m. No
admission charge and public "
is invited.
, , ..•








Carl Hurst Sr., Jackson, Tn.
Grandchildren attending •
Erikson, Mayfield; Gwen,
Mike and: Greg McAlister, !All Girls Coats /3 •were: Mr. and Mrs. Steve.
Memphis; Rhonda and Tim •
McAlister, Murray; Marzie, •
Steven, Evan and John Miller,
Paducah; Leslie, Laura, 47
LeighAbAnn and Lynn ••
iMcAlisTR, Fulton; Mrs. Kirk •
13yrn III, Mayfield; Mr. and •





•IN *************** Nein ***** si•••••■••••••••
Girls Coat
Puryear, Tn.; Mr. and
Tommy •Hooper and





'Many Other Sale Items I

























Hurry! Hurry! Only 11 Shopping Days Left!
Open til 8:00 On Fridays Open 1-5 Sundays
Ft ex Gift Wrapping
16urkingilant
Dixieland Center
- - - -••••
11 •
task force of scientists, whose members
and findings reflect' the ad-
ministration's dominant- arms control
philosophy, has recommended that
.• • President Carter kill Defense Depar-
tment plans for full development of the
proposed MX mobile missile.
What makes this recommendation
remarkable is a top secret Defense
Department study in October rejecting
_ the possibility that any arms control
(SALT) agreement could conceivably
protect the U. S. land-based Minuteman
missile — a finding fully endorsed by
Secretary of Defense Harold Brown.
Moreover, new tests show the Soviet SS-
18 missile to be more accurate than
ever, further increasing the
vulnerability of U. S. Minuteman silos.
Why, then-,H would a panel of
- distinguished scientiests not urge the
President to move rapidly toward
deployment of ,a mobile missile?
Because theite-Y figures on the task
force subscribe to a fixed theology of
- —arms- -control that deplores, any new-
weapons systetn as a destabilizing sin
'and preaches that striving for U. S. -
Soviet strategic parity is no salvation.
The makeup of the task force was
guranteed to oppose the MX, reflecting
the arms control theology prevailing
among the White House officials who
selected the panel. This, in fact, is what
the current SALT debate is atout: can
national safety_ be found in a policy that
automatically 'bans. new • weapon's, or
through a policy .that insists on
Agree Or Not
PAGE 4-A THE MURRAY Ky. LEDGtit & TIMES Wednesday, Decemorr ii, V/
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Arms Control Theology
—WXSTIrirGTON — *---"WhIttr7Hottse-- -strategicpartty?
The MX panel was headed by chemist
John Deutch, chief scientist for the
Energy Research and • Development
Administration ( ERDA) Who is
respected by hard-liners. But the mild-
mannered Deutch is not assertive
enough to win against the stacked deck:
Richard Garwin (IBM), 'Wolfgang
Panof sky ( Stanford), Marvin Gold-
berger ( Princeton ) and Saul Busch-
baum )Bell Laboratories), all
physicists, and engineer Jack" Ruina
( MIT ). All are ardent arms controllers.
The stacked deck, with Garwin on top
as the ace, foretold the. outcome.
During the week of Nov. 28, a report
went to the President's- desk denying
urgent need to do anything about the
vulnerability of Minuteman silos. The
scientists claimed that the Air Force,
instead of seeking deterrence, is
pushing the MX for a war-fighting, war-
winning capability.
Accordingly, the task force reached
its verdict: it is premature to begin full-
-scale development of the MX in fiscal
year 1978-79 as proposed. At the
Pentagon, this recommended delay is
viewed as a ploy to kill the MX, already
delayed two years from the original
Ford administration scheme.
Yet without a mobile missile, there
will be no secure land-based leg in the
U. S. retaliatory triad ( land-sea-air ). A
recent test of the Soviet SS-18 suggests,
according to Defense officials, a
dramatic breakthrough in accuracy




FRANICFORT — The effect of the
coal strike on the state revenue picture
remains murky as the strike enters its
second week, Revenue Comissioner
Maurice Carpenter said last week in an
interview.
Industry spokesmen have estimated
the state will lose about $3 million per
month in eiial severance taxes, but
Carpenter says.he Can't put a definite
figure .on it since there are some
variables involved.
"If we have a short strike, we won't
lose much, if any," he said. "The loss of
income and sales tax probably would be
greater because of a short strike, but a
prolonged strike would cut heavily into
the severance tax."
He pointed out that the 4.5 per cent
coal severance tax produced $14,753,000
for this November in incomplete
returns as compared with only
$7,890,000 for November of last year.
"This indicates to me that a lot of stock-
piling was done by utilities and other
coal-burning firms." he said. "Of this
$14,753,000, about $3 million of this was
in back taxes that has to be allocated to
other periods," Carpenter explained.
Carpenter was quick to point out that
coal production will about reach
capacity when the mines return to work
because the industries will have to start
building -up their stockpiles to their
normal reserves if the strike is
prolonged.
"You just can't make up for income
tax losses,t' Carpenter said, "for that
time is gone and the same holds true for
the sales tax." •
The normal growth in Kentucky's
economy this year as related to state
revenues was held at a steady 10 per
WRITE TO POLITICIANS
As a service to our readers, The
Murray Ledger Se Times
periodically publishes the addresses
of the state and federal elected
representatives serving our area.
FEDERAL LEVEL
Any senator or representative
may be •reached through the
congressional switchboard, 202-224-
3121.
Here are the (nailing addresses:
Sen. Walter D. Huddleston
3327 Dirksen Building Washington,
D. C. 20510
Sen. Wendell H. Ford
4107 Dirksen Building
Washington, D. C. 20510
Murray Field Office, 753-1852
Rep. Carroll Hubbard. Jr.
204 Cannon House Office Bldg.
Washington, D. C. 20515
STATE LEVEL ,
State legislators may be reached
in Frankfort when the General
Assembly is in session by dialing 1-
564-2500 to- by writing to them in care
of the State Capitol Building,
Frankfort, Ky. 40601. Home
addresses of state legislators
serving Calloway County are:
Sen. Richard Weisenberger
Route 7
Ma yf ie Id:Ay:420A
Rep. Kenneth C. Imes
201 S. 3rd Street
Murray, Ky. 42071 t.
cent, Carpenter said. This is apparently
near the growth figure that will be used
to estimate the_state's budget for the
next biennium.
The fear that fiscal experts in state
government hold, as well as members
of the coal industry and those who rely
upon it in supportive industries, is that
a prolonged strike will cause a, tag
overall loss to tbe economy of the
Eastern coal fieNts. -7
The fear` is that the Western coal
fields of Wyoming, Montana, South
Dakota, Colorado and others will fill the
need if coal isn't produced in the
Eastern segment of the nation.
The United Mine Workers have had
little success in organizing the giant
strip mine industry in the West. From
half a million members in the 1940s, the
UMW can claim only 130,000 members
now.
Kentucky picked up some new
revenue this year on,the coal-in-place
tax established by the 1976 legislature.
However, Carpenter said "we are still
struggling to get this implemented. The
job is far from complete."
However, he was quick to point out
that local branches of government lost
this source of tax from coal in place
while the state was gaining. Reason for
the change from local to state
assessment was that very little of it was
assessed and little of what was assessed
was done so accurately.
The total tax for all local govern-
ments averaged about 66 cents. per $100
valuation...The tax was reduced to 31.5
cents per $100 for state assessment and
the local assessments were deleted.
Actually, the owner of the coal will
come out with about half the tax bill he
was supposed to have had before the
state took over in the 1976 law.
Carpenter said about 85 per cent of
the coal reserves' in Kentucky are
owned by non-residents, a great
majority of these are from out of state.
Another thing in the future of this
industry is a Coal Summit Conference
Scheduled in Frankfort for December
19. This meeting is called to look into
the future of the coal industry and
transportation of coal and other related
factors. One of the prime topics will be
the proposed $200 million state bond
issue to be used to purchase railroad
cars to haul coal and grain.
Bible Thought
As ye have therefore received Christ
Jesus the Lord, so walk ye in him. —
Colossians 2:6.
We live in Christ when we place our
faith in Hi`rn. As a result of this faith, we
live lives that are redeemed.
Isn't It The Truth
Instinct is an ,astonishing thing. It
tells us when to go, when to stop, when
to eat, when to drink, how to start a
fight and when to give up. What it
cannot do, however, is to predict what
tomorrow will bring besides trouble,
strife, more taxes and where to get the









- Even -before- the-nows-of-thia-teet,-the--- —Fe,,
October Defense Department study
presented bleak news for its top-secret
readership.
While supporters of the Carter ad-
ministration's SALT proposals had
boasted that they could limit the big
Soviet missile systems to guarantee
security of the Minuteman, the Defense
Department report emphatically
disagreed. Nothing in the SALT
proposals could prevent the Soviet
Union from achieving enough accuracy
to destroy the Minuteman force.
Soon after reading this report,
Secretary Brown — not permitting
direct quotation — talked bluntly to
reporters Nov. 6: "People who say whe
have to have Minuteman survive are
going to have a hard time with lots of
SALT agreements. -. . A SALT
agreement that will insure the sur-
vivability of Minuteman is very dif-
ferent from any that has ever been
discussed by both sides."
Yet, more than two weeks later, a
leading congressional SALT enthusiast
ttiwas pui g ont preeiselY 
.
information. Rep. Bob Carr of
Michigan, an observer at SALT
negotiations in Geneva, told Aerospace
Daily on Nov. 23 that "if a SALT
agreement is as effective as I think it
will be, Minuteman will not grow in
vulnerability.
If the Minuteman is not vulnerable,
there is no need for the MX in the view
of the arms control lobby. So, Sen.
Thomas McIntyre of New Hampshire, a
leading congressional foe" of the MX, 
signed a Nov. 29 letter to the President
from like-minded Senators declaring it
is necessary to limit Soviet missile
development to protect the Minuteman.
But the invulnerability that the
Senators want through SALT
limitations on Soviet missilery is
dt'emed unattainable by Dr. Brown and
his experts. Their alternative is the MX
mobile Missile, but that violates the
theology of arms controllers in the
Senate, in the administration and now
on the President's special scientific
task force. It is Jimmy Carter who
must consider whether these





By The Associated Press
Today is Wednesday, Dec. 14, the
348th day of 1977. There are 17 days left
in the year.
Today's highlight in history:
On this date in 1911, Norwegian ex-
plorer Ronald Amundsen became the
first man to reach the South Pole.
On this date:
In 1799, George Washington died at
his Mount Vernon home at the age of 67.
In 1819, Alabadia became the 22nd
state.
In 1916, the people of Denmark voted
to sell the Danish West Indies to the
.United States for $25 million.
In 1937, Japan established a puppet
Chinese government at Peking.
In 1941, during the Pacific War, U.S.
Marines were putting up a heroic battle
against the Japanese at Wake 191and.
In 1946, the United Nations General
,Assembly voted to establish U.N.
headquarters in New York.
Ten years ago: Prime Minister
Lester Pearson of Canada resigned as
the leader of the Liberal Party, paving
the way for his departure from public
life.
Five years ago: Argentina's former
dictator, Alan Peron, ended a stay in
Buenos Aires and flew to Paraguay
after deciding not to run for president.
One year ago: The Communist Party
in Vietnam held its first congress since
1960, at which it had been decided to
wage an armed struggle to take over
the country.
Today's birthdays: Former
Republican Sen. Margaret Chase Smith
of Maine is 80 years old. Actress Lee
Rerniek is 42. •
Thought for today: In youth, we run
into difficulties. In old age, difficulties
run into us — Josh Billings, American
humo-irst, 1818-1885.
Miiiray Ledger & Times
Publisher ...... . Walter I.. Apperson
Editor R Gene McCutcheon
The liturray ledger & Times is published
every afternoon except Sundays, July 4, Christ-
mas Day, New Year's Day and Thanksgiving by
Murray Newspapers,- inc._ 103 N. 4th St.
Murray, Ky. 42071 Second Class Postage Paid at
Murray, Ky 42071
SUBSCRIPTION RATE,S- In areas served by
carriers $2.50 per month payable in advance.
By mad in Calloway County and to Bent Har-
din, Mayfield, Sedalia and Farmington, ly and
Paris, Buchanan and Puryear, Tn., $1 .50 per
year. By mad to other destinations, $32.55 per
year.
• Member of Associated Press, Kentucky Press
Association and Southern Newspaper Publishers
Association.
The Associated Press is exclusively entitled to
republish local news originated by The Murray
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 OLooking Back pinion Page
10 Years Ago_
James Thomas Greer and Kenny Joe
Oliver were inducted into the Armed
Forces in the December draft call from
Calloway County, according to Mrs.
Gussie Adams, chief clerk of Local
Board No. 10 of the Selective Service.
The Memorial Baptist Church will
provide the community with a Dial-A.
Devotion service beginning the first of
Janiiary 1968.
Walter D. Farris was commissioned
an Army Second Lieutenant after 
graduating from the Infantry Officers
Candidate School at Fort Benning, Ga.
Elected as officers of the Murray-
Calloway County Retired Teachers
Association at the meeting held at the
Calloway Public Library were Mrs.
George Hart, Otis Lovins, Mrs. R. M.,
Miller, and R. B. Parsons.
South Marshall beat Lowes and Hick-
man County beat Tilghman in the
opening games of the Calloway County
High School Basketbsll Christmas
Tobrnament.
20 Years Ago
The Rev. Paul T. Lyles, Rotarian,
and pastor of the First Methodist
Church, spoke on the "Four Way Test"
at the meeting of the 'Murray -Rotary
Club held at the-Murray Woman's Club
House. He was introduced by Joe Dick. • •
Deaths reported include Mrs. Zula
Wilson, age 82. - •
Births reported include a boy, tee
Hughes, to Mr. and Mrs. B. es
Giles on December 7, and a girl, Susan
Lynn, to Mr. and Mrs. Buddy Hewitt on
December 10.
The Murray State College Thorough-
breds won their initial Ohio Valley
Conference clash with a 69 to 61 victory
over the Eastern Maroons. Beryl
Wilmore was high for Murray with
eighteen points.
The Murray Drive-In Theatre is
showing a double feature—"The First
Texan" starring Joel McCrea, Felicia
Farr, and Jeff Morrow, and "The Come
On" starring Anne Baxter and Sterling
Hayden.
30 Years Ago
The Lynn Grove High School Parent-
Teacher Association observed its tenth
anniversary with a banquet held at the
school. Mrs. Bun Swann gave the PTA
history naming the chapter presidents
in the order in which they have served
as follows: Mrs. Fleetwood Crouch,
Mrs. Bun Swann, Mrs. Clifton Key,
Mrs. Carl Lockhart, Mrs. Rex Brown,
Mrs. Cloys Butterworth, Mrs. Fleet-
wood Crouch, Mrs. Otis Workman, and
Mrs. Paul Canter.
Richard Farrell will direct the
Christmas candle light service at the
First Methodist Church on December
14. Miss Charlotte Durkee will be
organist.
Mrs. Herbert Halpert, Girl Scout
leader, and two senior scouts, Julia
Fuqua and Frances Horton, attended
the Senior Scout Planning Board
meeting held yesterday in Lexington.
Births reported include a boy, Daniel
Hall, to Mr. and Mrs. William H.
Sisterhenm on December 12, and a boy,
Russell Hall, to U. and Mrs. Oliver C.
Hood on November 18.
The Murray High School Tigers beat
Cairo, Ill., in basketball with Stewart as
high point man for Murray.
WRITE A LEITER
Lettert to the editor are welcomed
and encouraged. All letters must be
signed by the writer and the writer's
address and phone number must be
included for verification. The phone
number will not be published.
Letters should ,be typewritten and
double-spaced whenever possible
and should be on topics of general
interest.
Editors reserve the right to
condense or reject any letter and
limit frequent writers.
Address correspondence to:
Editor, The Murray ledger &
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The following recentlY appeared in neTed to hiñi by his'lkff --
the Santa Ana (Calif.) Register. Even
though it is specifically directed at a
federal study of the Colorado River
valley we feel the point made can, and
should be applied to every government
agency throughout the country.
0 + 0
"Are you telling me that there has
been an expenditure of two million
dollars in your department and, you did
not know anything about it?" Could a
-*situation which would bring forth a
question like that ever happen in a
private business? And, if it did happen,
how quick would the culprit be bounced
by the head of the firm? In turn the
president of the company woad have
much to answer to his directors and
stockholders.
Interior Secretary Cecil Andrus
admitted to western- senators that he
was unaware that his department had
started a $2 million environmental
impact study of the seven-state
Colorado River Basin. The two aides
who were with him also were not aware
of the study. It is most certain that his
boss, the President, knew nothing of it.
Sen. Clifford Hansen of Wyoming
repeatedly pressed Andrus either to
support or .disavow the study of the
Colorado River Basin, but the secretary
refused to take a position.
"When you have approximately
80,000 employees down there, I hate to
disavow until I find out what's going
on...," Andrus said.
Hansen 'showed the secretary a copy
of an Oct. 19 letter in which Hansen and
Sen. Herny Jackson asked Andrus for -
information on the study.
"We haven't had an answer yet," the
Wyoming senator said. Andrus said the
letter apparently had not been chan-
People in the western states who have
an economic Interest in Colorado river
water (most of them do) are getting
nervous over "studies" directed by the
Washington bureaucracy. And well
they may, for political interference in
this vital economic factor has wrought
havoc in many an area.
Water is a touchy subject in the West0.
It is no place for under-informed
bureaucrats to be barging in like a bull
in a china shop breaking up what has
taken decades to put together.
If government action shows as little
responsible direction as the study so far
depicts, western fears are well
justified.
The senaotr from Wyoming ex-
pressed amazement that a basin-wide
study would be made. He knew and
Andrus admitted- that each' water
project had been the subject of the
Indivicinalenvironmental impact study.
Not expressed by the senators but an
extreme fear by western water users is
the spectre of a socialized agrarian
reform wherein irrigated farming
operations would be broken up and
parceled out in smaller units. This idea
has surfaced in the bureaucracy and
although it is presently being soft-
pedaled, there are plenty of budding
Castros who would like to help it hap-
pen.
Any disruptive factor affecting
water-use allocation methods would be
highly dangerous.To have any part of
such a factor influenced by an agency
which can start a ;2 million dollar
expenditure without its chief's
knowledge creates a situation we would
not wish to contemplate.
.. (Reprinted with permission from the
Santa Ana Register)
EARTliNr
HEARTLINE is a service for senior
citizens. Its purpose is to answer
questions and solve problems—fast. If
you have a question or a problem not
answered in these columns, write
HEARTLINE, 114 E. Dayton St., West
Alexandria, Ohio 45381. You will
receive a prompt reply, but you must
include a stamped, self-addressed
envelope. The most useful replies will
be printed in this column.
Q.---My late husband worked in the
railroad industry for many years. After
he died, I elected to receive a residual
lump-sum death benefit in lieu of future
monthly railroad retirement widow's
benefits. When I turn 65, will I be
eligible for Medicare?—C.F.
A. If you are insured for monthly
railroad retirement or Social Security
benefits on your own or someone else's
earnings, you would qualify for
Medicare on that basis. If not, you could
still have Medicare coverage but the
cost would be higher. In addition to
monthly medical insurance premiums,
you would also have to pay monthly
premiums for hospital insuranCe
coverage.
For persons not insured for railroad
retirement or Social Security benefits,
the current monthly premium for
Medicare hospital insurance is $54.
Since persons insured for railroad
retirement or Social Security benefits
do not pay monthly premium for
Medicare hospital insurance coverage,
this is an important consideration for
widows thinking of electing resudual
lump-surn AIM benefits in lien of
Nitre mostly railroad "reprerilent
widow's benefits.
Q. My mother is 63 years old and may
need to go into a nursing home. I have
read in your column about Medicare
coverage for a nursing home, but I've
also heard about custodial care. Can
you tell me what custodial care is in a'
nursing home and what Medicare will
do for you when you enter a nursing
home under-these conditions?—M.C.
A. Custodial care in a hospital or a
nursing home is primarily for meeting
a patient's personal needs and could be
provided by people without professional
skills or training. In other words,
assistance walking, getting in and out
of bed, bathing, dressing, eating, and
taking medicine. Regardless of what
type of facility a person is in, Medicare
does not cover care that is mainly
custodial.
Q. I rocently saw a newsletter from a
group called the National Association of
Older Americans. I have never heard of
this group and I forgot to copy their
address. I would like to find out some
informations about them. Can you help
me?—K.F.
A. The National Association of Older
Americans (NAOA) is a group designed
to help older Americans and aid them
with problems or questions they have.
NAOA publishes a montly neveletter
and offers a prescription drug pip that
gives substantial savings -en itif
Members' bills. 1
For a free brochure explaining NAOA
in detaili write "Headline—NAOA,"
114 F.. Dayton St., West Alexandria,




Range From 8-Below To 77
By The Associated Press remain indoors.
An icy, wet weather system Robert Taylor, chief of thethat spread freezing rain and Maricopa County Air




reported Tuesday on roads in
the metropiltan New York,
Philadelphia and Boston
areas, Interstate 95 near
Philadelphia and Interstate 81
near Scranton were closed for
several hours due to slick road
conditions. Most of New
England received some snow
or freezing rain late Tuesday
night. Temperatures in
northern Maine got down to 15-
degrees-below zero Tuesday.
In Woodbridge, N.J., police
said icy road conditions led to
a collision of a school bus
carrying elementary school
children and a van carrying
handicapped children. Two of
the handicapped children,
both 8-years-old, remained
hospitalized in intensive care




with more cloudiness and rain
expected today from a moist,
warm weather system.
A large band of thunder-
storms moved from Alabama,
across Texas and the Gulf
Coast Tuesday night in ad-
vance of an eastern cold front.
Five tornadoes were
reported in southeastern
Texas and one touched down.
in southern Mississippi. No
major damage or serious
injury was reported.
The Midwest had mild
weather with some rain in
northern regions and sunny to
partly cloudy skies elsewhere.
Heavy fog formed over lower
Michigan with visibility cut to
a-half mile or less Tuesday.
Fog over North Dakota cut
visibility-to hear zero in some
areas.
The National Weather
Service issued a 36-hour air
stagnation advitory----itir
Phoenix, Arizona Tuesday
afternoon. The agency later
extended the air stagnation
advisory to include the valleys
of northeast, central. and
'southeast Arizona. • Officiale
suggested that people with
heart or respiratory problems
federal and state limits every
night for about a week. He
said normal weather con-
ditions at this time of the year
generally cause air pollution
violations during the night.
Western Montana expected
continued rain and snow with
some streams expected to
reach flood stage.
Heavy snow was reported in
mountainous southeastern
Idaho Tuesday and an
avalanche warning was issued
for elevations above 7,000 feet.
Residents of the popular
Washington resort and fishing
port community of Westport in
Grays Harbor County sand-
bagged buildings as they
braced for high tides and high
winds for the second straight
day today. Meanwhile, of-
ficials in other parts of
Western and Eastern
Washington kept a watchful
eye on rains to gauge the
- threat of hew flooding in
areas.
More rain, heavy at times,
was forecast west of the Cas-
cades today.
Heavy rainfall caused many
Western Oregon streams to
rise above flood stage
Tuesday.
Flood and storm warnings
were posted for the coast and
some beach erosion was fore-




weather across much of the
state.
Early tem-
peratures around the nation
ranged from 8-degrees-below
zero at Houlton, Maine to 77 at
Fort Lauderdale, Fla.
FRANKFORT, Ky. APj,—
South Central Bell wants to
charge customers who call the
operator too frequently for
information, and a phone
company official says the
majority of customers would
realize a savings under such a
pLaa
Contending only one-third of
its 700,000 customers make
about 90 per cent of the
director assistance calls, the
phone company wants to
charge 20 cents for each
directory assistance call each,.
month above three. • .
'I don't believe it is fair to
ask the customers who lobleup
numbers in the telephone
director to continue paying for
other customers' excessive
use of the service," Jitnes N.
Anderson told the state Public
Service- Commission Monday,
in a hearing on the request.
"This will bring decreased,
operating expenses which will
be passed along to all of our
customers," Anderson said.
• "This will keep the Cdst Of
telephone service lower in the
future than it would otherwise
Anderson, district staff
manager for rates in South
Central Bell's Birmingham,
Ala. office, said it currently
costs the company $6.5 million
a year to provide directory
assistance service in the 79
K Mucky counries..it.s&ves.
and the proposal would result
in a savings of $1.6 Million a
year.
South Central Bell's
proposal, filed Oct. 4, would
allow each line three directory
assistance calls for free each
month, with each call after
that costing 20 cents.
In return, the phone corn-
Any said it would reduce the
bills of all customers by 30
cents a month and would
exempt the handicapped, -
__liospital_palierit,vhoteigaes4
and coin callers from the
charge.
Anderson said .directory
assistance calls are not free
now,•-as-many people th ik,



















Many Styles to Choose From
An INTERCO Co.




Handsome, carefree Ironstone is oven proof, detergent proof, dishwasher safe.
Patterns are locked under glaze to protect against fading, chipping Service
for eight includes 8 each: dinner plates, 8-oz. cups, saucers, 6" plates.
soup/cereal bowls. Choice of 3 colorful patterns. 35/348-112112
ELECTRIC 22"
CrepeMaker
Controlled heat for perfect
crepes every time Teflonz






mixes, mashes and pu-
rees in minutes. Stainless
steel blade and disc. Two
control buttons
Brews hot coffee or tea—
r-10 cups in 8 minutes; 2 cups




Pops 4 quarts a.' 1 butters
corn automatr Flip
cover and use as .N1 18-90
Cooks frozen and prepack-
aged pizzas. TV dinners, hors
d'oeuvres, etc M0368-35
L Murra
We're your local independent
hardware merchandiser with no
tional chain buying power
includes 1 and covered saucepans, 22775-qt. covered Dutch oven and 10" fry pan.Vapor-Seal covers. 1577-53
SMOKE ALARM
DettiatLcQD3busnon.partec,4ois oak**,
smoke; gives loud early warning
Battery-operated model 8201-001
JUST THE PANS FOR YOUR
1111CROWARE is specifically designed
for 11111C/OWS1111 oven use bet is suitable
for conventional avant. Sala is usejszes
hoarse to even to tudorrashos.
iA) Marna Pon. Round pan bakes up
to 6 muffins or cupcakes 31.11,1,4447,T1
Deep fries chicken, fish, etc




Makes flavorful donuts at
home in mins Non-stick sur
face. With recipe bcrok. DF-2
Electric
PEELER
For most fresh fruit and
vegetable,: With Fyer Tip




Rated 1A-10BC for all types
taorne tres--Afiectroc. grease,
wood, cloth. etc. H-110
Bracket 896698   2.49
Your Choice 3.99
MICROWAVE OVEN
(8) Rawls' Rack. Supports masts
for even cooking 37/PM471/1"1
(c) latest Ram. Ideal fee
8iradt or pound cakes. 37/11AISS1fl
(0) B•Clill Rack. FM eveaasasasas.
Incline drain well. 37/14114411/T1
20" Flat Top Tool Chest
A safe-deposit box- for your to. Heavy gauge steel
chest is 20" long—to hold even large, bulky pots Fea-
tures full-length, piano type hinge, rainproof hinge
protector, twkn drawbolts with padlock eye Separate
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Miss Anita Black Crowned Basketball Queen At Farmington




the school gymnasium on
November 29, each hoping
to be named Farmington
Basketball Queen for 1977
Three candidates from
each class were nominated
by their homeroom to enter
the competition for queen
Each of these candidates
was then voted on by the
ball teams and
cheerleaders, and par-
ticipated in the coronation
Miss Anita 13,1,aek .,
daughter of Mrs. Betty
Rowe and Dwayne Black,
was named 1977 .queen at
the ceremonies. Miss Black
is a senior at Farmington
member of the annual and
newspaper staff, the Future
Homemakers of America,
the Library Club, and the
Beta Club. Her escort for
the event was her brother,
Alan Black.
Miss Black was crowned
by Bob Piper, captain of the
boys' basketball team. Miss
Mary Ann Riley,captain of
the girls' team, presented
the queen with flowers, and
Miss Sabrina Wilferd,
presented a trophy from the
cheerleaders.
Miss Black's court was
made up of an attendant
FARMINGTON QUEEN — Miss Mita Black, 17-yew-old the school. She is the daughter of Mn. Betty Rowe and
sew at Farmington High School, last week was Dwayne Black.
crowned 1977 Basketball Queen in ceremonies held at
from each class. The senior
attendant was Miss Marisa
Rodgers, daughter —eV Mr.
and Mrs. Billy Gerald
Rodgers. Her escort was
Anthony Jackson.
Selected as junior at-
tendant was Miss Connie
Perkins. She was escorted
by Don Brittain. Miss
and Mrs. Jesse Perkins.
Chosen as sophomore
attendant was Miss Tam-
mie Hardison. She is the
daughter of Mrs. Martha
Hardison- and Charles.
. Hardison, and her escort for
the evening was Hal Fuqua.
The freshman attendant
to the queen was Miss Judy
Carol Smith. Miss Smith's
escort was Randy Colley.
She is the daughter of Mr.
and Mrs. Kenny Smith.
Other candidates viaing
for the queen title includec
senior Connie Travis,
escorted by Greg Smith;
juniors Miss Tammy
Hengy, escorted by Joseph
Waggoner,.. and Tammy




Kendall, and Cathy Wilson,
escorted by Kenneth
Henderson-, awl freshmen,
Jennifer Riley, escorted by
Joey Riley, and Carol
Mangrum, escorted by Al
Colley.
The crown bearer and
flower bearer for the event
were Miss Ken i Galloway
and Ron Perkins. Miss
Galloway is the daughter of
Mr. and Mrs. Kenneth
Galloway, and Ron is the
son of Mr. and Mrs. Ronnie
Perkins.




ticipated in the coronation.
For Everyone On Your List Otasco
I/ .1 tn GIFT
otpctTrou(sASCO HEADqUAIITERS
She toddles off by her:
self, then turns & comes
back. 16" tall; operates
on 2 batteries. (not
included.) 72 155
72 215.1
6-in. doll travels in a pocket all her own. Take
her out and play all during the day. Carry






Big coaster wagon fun.
24V2-inches long. 6-inch
wheels. 65 221 8
28" Flying-0 Jet Wagon.








Landing an Your Opponpat's
Spot Means 441"cMetal body with 4 glass panels.
Real Aggravation 9-inches high, A perfect gift for
a favorite friend. 50-852
Plugs into any 12-volt
cigarette lighter. 16-
foot extension cord.
On. Off switch. 2115-5
It's a work table, vise, clamps, all in on& Lightweight;
folds for easy carrying and storage. 32" W x 3114" H x
231/2" D. Folds to 5" deep. if79003
Sole Prices Good At Over 65?) Stores Throughout The South And Southwest
I-Air Center 9-9 Mon.-Thurs. l-510Sun.9-9 Fri. & Sat. 753-8391
• 
Northern























Esrpou 'S 51 7
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_ Compare These Low Shelf Prices
ticarmin 














































Fresh Oysters, Baking Hens, Cornish Hens, Swift Butterball Turkeys
COUPON
brr, I Per comity
Deter... .&
49 oz bor $1 39
Fvr,•Ps 12 7077
511 DIfy At SI,rey'%
mit 1 Per Cust. With 7.50 Add.
Excluding Tobacco & Dairy Products
























4 roll 88 








Scot Lad ' gal
Ice Milk
COUPON




Exp rec 12 20 77
61.31 Off' A' St-,er'i
COUPON




Ewpirec 12 20 77








Eirpu-es ! 20 77
- Soc OF th At Sti,z,‘"1
$288
I 11). can
ErP—es 12 2o 77
%NS 4)l4y111SferMs
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Blue Raider
By RICHARD LOWE you can say about it," he said.
Associated Press Writer "Most of the time when
NASHVILLE, Tenn. AP ) - you're playing ball there's so( 
much pressure on winning.Suddenly, with a fiery plane
eras and the deaths of at least With this, it puts the game




A chartered DG3 carrying
the University of Evansville
basketball team to a contest at
I'vliddle Tennessee crashed in
rain and heavy fog and burst
into flames shortly after
takeoff in Evansville, Ind.,
Tuesday night.
Evansville Coach Bob
Watson and his entire 14-
member squad were killed
while enroute to Mur-
freesboro, Tenn., for the game
tonight.
4
"Everybody is so stunned.
You don't know what to say at
a time like this," Blue Raider
Coach Jimmy Earle said in
telephone interview Tuesday
night. "It makes college
basketball and winning a very
small thing, doesn't it? It puts
it all in perspective when you
talk about the loss of human
lives."
"Coach Watson was a close
friend of mine. You start
thinking about how many lives
are affected, the mothers,
fathers, brothers, sisters,
wives, aunts, uncles and
girlfriends, and it's just un-
belie*able."
Earle, who was scouting a
high school game in Nashville,
said he heard about the crash
on the radio while driving
back to Murfreesboro.
"First there was Wichita
State, then Marshall and now
Evansville - all very tragic,"
he said. Wichita State
University and Marshall
University lost a total of 59
football players in two
separate plane crashes in
1970.
Bob Martin, senior center
and leader of the Blue Raider
squad, echoed his coach's
words.
"It's really tragic, that's all
Claude "Sleepy" Taylor, a
senior guard, said players will
be hard pressed to put the
accident out of their minds
while preparing for the next
game.
-ILI .104 bare nit thinking
about this but we'll have to try
to look forward to the next
game," he said. "It's hard to
forget but we have to work and
look ahead and take one game
at a time."
Middle Tennessee was to
(MURRAY LEDGER IP TIMES')
Sports Has Been Hit Hard By
Previous Airplane Crashes
By The Associate Press
Tuesday night's crash of a
plane chartered by the
University of Evansville
basketball team continued a
string of air tragedies that
have involved sports
personalities and clubs for a
number of years.
Some of sport's all-time
greats have met their deaths




Year's Eve in 1973 while on a
mercy mission to the ear-
thquake victims in Nicaragua.
Unbeaten former
heavyweight boxing champion
Rocky Marciano, was killed
on the eve of his 46th birthday
when a light plane carrying
him crashed near Newtorii.
Iowa on Sept. 1, 1969t Golfing
star Tony- Lema was killed on
July 24, 1966 when the . small
plane carrying him, his wife
, and two others went down in
Lansihg, Mich., on July 24,
1966.
Rafael Osuna died in a crash













COOK FAST BY COOK FAST BY
TEMPERATURE TIME WITH
WITH AUTOMATIC THE DIGITAL
rONTROL SENSOR- TIMER
8E944Y With FREE
$39.95 Stoneware Automatic Simmer Dish for slow
cooking 
Roasting, Warming & Grease
$14.95 Microwave Cooking Recipe Book
$14.95 Trivet & Dish For 
Drainage
Reg $569.95







914.95 Microwave Oven Cookbook
95.95 Tube Bunt Caker





641 N. Across From Colonial House Smorgasbord
753-4478
Owned & Operated By
Mitch Ward
60 Days SoAT Cash
week after leading the
Mexican tennis team to a
stunning upset of Australia in
the 1969 Davis Cup.
College football coaching
legend Knute Rockne of Notre
Dame met a similar fate at a
Kansas cornfield in 1931.
Other air victims are
Chicago Cubs second baseman
Ken Hubbs: Wendell Ladner
of basketball's New York Nets
and auto racing driver
Graham Hill.
Tragedies of team-wide
inpact have included the
crashes involving football
teams from Wichita State,
Marshall University and
California-Poly of San Luis
Obispo, 'and the United States
Olympic Figure Skating team.
On Nov. 12, 1910, 45 players
and nine coaches-the entire
Marshall University com-
plement-were killed when
their plane crashed while
approaching an, airport in
Huntington, WorVa.
One of two planes carrying
members of the Wichita  State
team crashed Oct. 2, 1970 in
Colorado en route to Logan,
Utah, killing 14 players.
Sixteen players on the Cal
Poly-SLO club died on Oct. 29,
1960 when their chartered
plane went down in Toledo,
Ohio after a game against
Bowling Green.
Eighteen members of the
Olympic Figure Skating team
died when their craft crashed
in Belgium on Feb. 15, 1961 en
route to the world cham-
pionships in Czechoslovakia.
European teams also have
been hit hard. Eight members
of England's Manchester
United soccer team were
killed in a plane crash near
Munich, Germany, in
February, 1959. Ten years
earlier, the Italian cham-
. pionship soccer team Torino
of Turin was wiped out when
its plane crashed in the center
of Turin.
Fotir other boxers, including
fermer world middleweight
champion Marcel Cerdan of
France, also perished in air
accidents. Cerdan was killed
in 1949 and was followedrin,
later years by Dale Manz,
Taliii-MaraVilla- and former
lightweight champidhereo
Cruz of Santo Domingo.
Wildcats Run To Easy
102-64 Win Over Racers
The Murray State women's
basketball team ran into more
than it could handle as they
were blasted 102-64 by host
Kentucky Tuesday night.
The Wildcats raced to an
early 6-0 lead and never again
looked back in the contest.
Kentucky came into the
game with a 5-2 record, having
lost to Middle Tennessee in the
championship game_uf the
Tipoff Tournament and also
having lost to powerful
Tennessee Tech.
Enjoying a height ad-
vantage of at least four inches
per player, the taller Wildcats
did most of the damage in the
first half as they coasted to a
47-20 lead at intermission.
In the second half, Murray
ran into foul problems and
four Racers fouled out of the
contest
Jackie Jo Mounts finished
with 26 points for the Racers,
hitting 14 of 20 from the foul
line where Murray, as well as
UK, had a good night. Both
teams shot 94 of 37 from the
line.
The big factor in the game
was the rebounding depart-
ment with UK had an over-
whelming 52-26 lead.
Barbara Herndon, only a
freshman, came off the bench
for Murray and added 14
points and was the only other
Racer to hit twin figures.
Murray drops to 4-6 with the
loss and will host
Elizabethtown at 5:15 p. m.
Saturday before playing




Murray( 64) - Schwartz 2,
POtrie 6, Parrish 2, Maddux 1,
Hughes 3, Herndon 14, Lynn 8,
Mounts 26, Gates 2 and Black-
burn.
UK (102) - Grigsby 10,
Edelman 4, Timberman 6,
Boyd 2, Mack 4, Browning 3,
Dunhoff 11, Combs 9, Mjoseth




Rent your own personal warehouse for pennies a day.
EXTRA STORAGE SPACE
For.. home owner, apartment dweller, mobile home
_dweller...Kull:or large businessman, moverlapyb_ody
with a space problem.
Includes.. Individual bays (any size), 24 hour private
entrance, security, ligtits,4nsurance.
753-4758
.641 North, Center Drive




S'x10'  month $16"
Slx16'  month
8's10'  month
10'x16'   month $40°°
travel to Evansville Jan. 4 for
a return match. Other Ohio
Valley Conference teams the
Indiana school was to play




Earle said the team's
chaplain via 3_ .Writlet
memorial service for the
Evansville victims today
before basketball practice.
"I don't know what to say
about our team," the coach
said. "We just have to 'ap-
proach this from a standpoint
Of getting ready for what's
ahead. They had some quality
players, a super nucleus. We
told our players this week how
good Evansville was and all of
a sudden we're not playing
them."
EVANSVILLE, Ind. (AP) -
Indiana State Police identified
these passengers killed when
a DC3 carrying the University
of Evansville basketball team
crashed Tuesday night. The
bodies of two others aboard
the plane, identified as Capt.
T. Them, the pilot, and James
Stewart, president of National
Jet Service, Inc., the
Indianapolis charter com-
pany, were not immediately
located police said.
Bob Watson, 34, basketball
Coach, Rt. 3, Newburgh, Ind.
Warren Alston, 18, fresh-
man, Goldsboro, N. C.
Ray Comandella, 18, fresh-
man, Munster, Ind.
Mike Duff, 18, freshman,
1830 Oregon, Eldorado, Ill.
Kraig Heckendorn, 19,
freshman, 3012 Sue Lane,
eincuutatt
Mike Joyner, 19, freshman,
105 S. 12th, Terre litiude, 114
Kevin Kingston, 21, senior,
Rt. 2, Eldorado, Ill.
Barney Lewis, 18, fresh-
man, Rt. 3, Dudley, N. C.
Steve Miller, 20, junior, 921
Castlewood Dr., New Albany,
Ind.
Keith Moon. 20, sophomore,
3731 Blossom Heath, Ket-
tering, Ohio.
Mark Siegel, 19, freshman,
4158 Melbourne Rd.,
Indianapolis.
'Greg Smith, 18, freshman,
West Frankfort, Ill.
Bryan Taylor, 20, junior,
Tell City, Ind.
John Ed Washington, 21,
senior, 1925 Tallman,
Indianapolis.
Tony Winburn, n, senior,
808 Mechanic, Jeffersonville,
Ind.







controller, 517 Wilson Square,
Evansville.
1977-78 Evansville Aces: (First Row L-R) Associate'
Coach Mark Sandy, Associate Coath Stafford Stephenson,











manager, 2905 E. Oak,
Evansville.
Charles Goad, president,
Goad Equipment Co., 813 S.
Villa, Evansville.
Maurce King, nn Harmony •
Way, Evansville.





manager, National Jet Ser-
vice.
Watson Played College
Ball At VMI In 1964
LEXINGTON, Va. (AP) -
Bob Watson, coach of the
Evansville University
basketball team thrived in a
plane crash Tuesday night in
which 30 of 31 persons were




"I'm praying it's not tore.
We were so close. Its wife and
three children stayed at the
house last summer," said
Weenie Miller, a Lexington
resident who coached the VMI
team.
Watson was a teammate
and roommate with Bill Blair,
former VMI coach, now the
coach at the University of
Colorado, and also played with
Charlie Schmaus, now the
coach at WI. He and lair
played together during the
1962-64 seasons.
"We were together at
Lexington at Jerry West's
camp this past summer and
everything seemed to be
straightening out for him,"
said Blair of Watson, who was
a former assistant coach at
Xavier, Ohio, Wake Forest
and Oral Roberts.
"I can't believe it. We took a
picture together this past
summer with Bill Blair and
Weenie just because there was
one school with three head
basketball coaches," said
Sctunaus.
Watson was head coach
during the 1971 and 1972
seasons at Ferrum College, a
Junior college which now has
achieved four-year status.
Joiner, John Ed Washington, Kraig 1-lecicendorn, Greg Smith,
Mark Siegel.
(Third Row LA) Bryan Taylor, Barney Lewis, Steve
Student Coach Scott Doerner. Miller, Ray Comandella, Keith Moon, Mike Duff, Warren
Kingston, Mik-e  AISTOn.
EDITOR'S NOTE - /Scam-rate coach., Maar Santis. Stafford Stephenson. I mie Simpson (Union County) and student coati) icon Doenter were not on the airplane that crashed. They were the
ants suryis ors from this team pk-ture 01 Ti,. Cr,',. 1...t..ny local people will recall seeing Nike Duff (nerd to last in lop row) playink tor Eldorado last year in the limns State High School Tour-
nament which was seen on lot Ji ie/P,,10/1,
CHRISTMAS
OPEN HOUSE
Sat. It Sun. Dec. 17 & 18, 1977
Love 'Em To Pieces
Pet Shop
Mayfield Highway - Benton, Ky.
Phone 527-1844











0EC0R4 "' riiMPS40 004 05
e 00 1,0, Let Us Make HEALTN4los"D
‘.0
COv Your Pet Pretty
For
Holidays
Call For An Appointment
Or Better Yet
Come By and Get Acquainted
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Citing what he termed as
"poor attitudes on and off the
floor" and from a result of the
70-62 loss to Mississippi
College Monday, Murray
Overton has indefinitely
sgspended three of his players
and put two others on
discipline.
Overton would not elaborate
any further and did not reveal
the names of the players af-
--feeted.
"We may or may not win
another game but I want them
to know that I'm making the
decisions," Overton added.
The Racers will have just
eight people dressed out
tonight when they try to break
a four-game losing skid with a
7:30 p.m. game in the Sports
Arena against. Georg is
College.
SAN DIEGO ( AP) — San
Diego Padres promotion
director Jim Weigel has been
promoted to director of minor
league operations of the
National League baseball
club.
Weigel, after five years as
promotion director, was sue-
'deeded in his old job by season
ticket manager Andy Stras-
burg, the Padres said
Tuesday.
ANOTHER GOOD ONE — Big Darryl %shred, who scored 72
points Saturday, had himself another good game Tuesday as he
came back with 16 points against Fancy Farm Here, he goes up
inside over two Gophers for a five-footer.
Over 30,000 Watch Jazz
Run By Troubled Lakers
By ALEX SACHARE
AP Spotb Writer
The Los Angeles Lakers,
their ranks thinned by trade
and suspension, were ' no
match for the New Orleans
Jazz, who let Pete Maravich
and Truck Robinson do the






pion, tossed in 40 points and
Rubuibon, the league •
rebounder, grabbed 26
rebounds to lead the Jan to a
117-94 victory over the Los
Angeles Lakers Tuesday night
before a crowd of 31,119, the
second-largest in NBA
history.
When Philadelphia came to
New Orleans last month, that
game drew 35,077 — but the
Jazz lost.
"It's always great to win,
but especially so at home with
this big crowd," said Jazz
Coach Elgin Baylor.
Bucks in, 78ers 117
Rookie Marques Johnson
scored 29 points and Brian
Winters added 27 as the Bucks
built a 19-point lead in the
third period and held on.
Knicks 107, Hawks 106
Lonnie Shelton's jumper
from the foul line at the buzzer
sent the Hawks to their fifth-
straight loss and capped a
wild finish which saw the lead
change hands four times in the
final 14 seconds.
Blazers 111, Braves 108
Portland posted its ' 31st
consecutive home-court
victory — including last
season's playoffs — before its
-21111 shltight- er-oteck -
Bulls 99, Nuggets 96
Artis Gilmore scored five
points in the final 1:47 as
Chicago snapped Denver's
five-game winning steak and
moved within one game of the
first-place Nuggets in the
Midwest Division.
Celtics 122, Nets 108
Dave Cowens and Charlie
Scott scored 23 points each
and Jo Jo White added 21 as
the Celtics stopped the Nets'
two-game winning streak.
Bullets 102, Warriors 96
Phil Chenier took over for
the injured Kevin Grevey in
the first quarter and scored 25
points to lead the Bullets to
their 12th victory in the last 15
games.
Cavallers 116, Souks 104
Lenny Wilkens suffered his
:int loss after six victories
since he took over as coach of
the Sonics from Bob Hopkins.
Campy Russell scored 30
points for Cleveland and Jim
Chones had 20 Points and 14
assists.
Free for the Asking!
write
BIBLE CORRESPONDENCE COURSE
Box 307, Murray, KY 42071
For Your Retirement
Years With Your Own
us assist you! Call or ,Stop by for full in-
Savings 8 Loan Association
Murray Branch
UC 1300 Johnson Blvd
759-1234




Ledger 81 Times Sportswriter
The Fancy Farm team may
call themselves gophers or
"gofers" or what-have-you,
but-they were buried Tuesday
night when they started
digging in Swamp Rat
territory. Host Calloway
County put the black and gold
Fancy Farm team under the
ground in. a 95-63 cakewalk.
The Lakers jumped to an
early 10-8 lead as Gene
Lockhart went in for a layup
for the two go-ahead points. he
scored again on a fastbreak
and Jimmy Lamb scored on a
layup to put the Calloway
team ahead at 14-8. Senior
Daryl Bushrod and Randy
McCallon both scored for the
home team before Fancy
Farm rallied with three quick
field goals to end the first
period of action at 18-14.
The Lakers -set the pace for
the game and Fancy Farm
just couldn't keep up although
they put forth a good effort.
They were outsized, out-
classed, outscored, and most
certainly outrebounded.
BACK IN ACTION — Glen Olive (33) of the takers, who was
injured in the loss Saturday at Carlisle County, got back in ac
tion with a 14 point effort Tuesday in the Calloway County win
over Fancy Farm .-
EASE TWO Gene Lockhart bulls in for tn points as Fie
outruns John Rowe (25) of ioncy Form. Lockhart chipped in
with 14 points in the Laker win
Bushrod commanded the
boards all night. He had 18
rebounds, followed by Jimmy
Lamb with 14, Gene Lockhart
With 11, Glenn Olive with 10,
and_McCallon who had 16 big
points for Callowaymanaged
five rebounds. The Golden
Gophers were forced to shoot
from the outside as the tight
Laker defense consistently
kept the "farmers" away
from the goal.
The second quarter put the
icing on the cake for Calloway
as they scored 24 points to
Fancy Farm's 14. The Lakers
put out a tremendous team
effort and played together
better than usual as they
scored on a number of fast-
breaks and totally dominated
the boards. At halftime the
score was 42-28 with Calloway
In the driver's seat.
Fancy Farm's tractor
seemed to run out of gas in the
third quarter as the Gophers
only managed to score eight
points to Calloway's 17. The
highlight of the quarter was
most likely McCallon's 20
footer from the top of the key
which went in for two. Mc-
Callon was fouled on the play
and hit one from the charity
stripe to give the Lakers a 53-
32 advantage. Olive con-
tributed two more points with
a -fastbreak before Gopher
Tim Elliot put in a 15-footer
from the left side to make the
score 55-34 with 0:30 left in the
period. Ricky Garland and
Olive scored under the basket
to add four more points to the
Calloway lead. Just as. the
buzzer sounded Eddie Elder
tossed in a long one for Fancy
Farm to end the thi5d period
at 59-36.
The "farmers" couldn't find
Mel Purcell Wins Match
In Sunshine Net Classic
Mel Purcell and Andy Kohlberg combined in a doubles
match for victory to lead the United States past Belgium in
the Sunshine Cup Classic in Miami.
Using a -Davis Cup format, with Purcell and Kohlberg
representing the United States, the two combined for a 6-0
and 6-1 win in the doubles Tuesday to put the USA in the
round of 16.
In singles play, Purcell won 6-3 and 6-4 over Belgium's
Alavin Boucher but Belgium evened it as Kohlberg fell 6-2
and 6-4 to Bernard Boileau.
Purcell and Kohlberg eliminated Austria Monday in a
preliminary match to get into the draw of 32. Both wort their
singles matches, .therefore they did not. have to play a tie-
breaking doubles match.'
Purcell and Kohlberg will play again this afternoon agaisnt
Czechoslovokia. They also learned they will soon be
representing the United States again. Next month, the two
will make a tour of Costa Rica and Venezuela.
fuel for their tractor and
Calloway's bench came in for
some action about halfway
through the last quarter and
continued to stretch the
already large margin. roach
Clayton Hargrove thought this
was significant.
"They didn't gain any on us
in the last quarter and our
-B" team played at least half
of the period. This gave us a
chance to give the boys_ some
good experience and trysome
things that we don't normally
try."
Marc Darnell, who has been
out with an injury all season,
saw action if only briefly as he
came into the game for about
two minutes and scored two
points on a layup with only
2:11 left in the game. Scott
Barrow, also of Calloway,
followed up the play with a
five-footer from the right side
to put the score at 89-57.
Fancy Farm scored twice
from underneath and Craig
Rogers went to the line for the
Lakers to sink both of his free
throws. Kenneth McCustion
was next at- the line and he
knocked the bottom out of the
basket with two more free
shots.
The Gophers got another
field goal with only 18 seconds
left and McCustion scored the
final points of the game.
Calloway was leading 95-63,
with a 32-point spread.
"This is just the type of
game we needed. After all
these close ballgames -we
needed one where we could
experiment and any time all
five starters score in double
figures before the end of the
game, you know that you've
had a good game," Hargrove
said.
The coach added, "We play
Hickman in the tournament
here Friday night and I feel
like we're ready for them.
This game helped put us back
in shape and gave us some
self-confidence."
Fancy Farm was hurt by
their freethrow average as
they were two of 20 for the
night. The Golden Gophers are
now 1-8 for the Season. They
squeaked by Cairo Camelot 64-
62 earlier in the year.
Calloway is currently 4-3 as
they head into their Christmas -
tournament.
Junior varsity coach Jimmy
Nix was pleased with his team
as the young Lakers swept
over their opponents 56-35 in
the preliminary game. Coach
Nix said, "We were glad to get,
the win. We needed it after,
some of the rough games
we've had. I was glad to get
some of the boys into the
' varsity game tonight. I think
this will be good experience .
























Hayden..    1
Total 28
Calloway 18 24
Fancy Farm 1.4 14
For Get-Up-And-Go in Snow!
4-Ply Polyester Body, Deep Cleated
Tread To Put The Bite On Slush & Snow
A78-13 Istisclowiwk6plus $1.72






Just Say 'Charge It'




• Complete chassis lu-
nHelpscat  eannsdu oilre, 









Wiles front wheel drive cars
• Compete analysis
and alignment cor-
rection —to mcrease tire
mileage and improve
steering • Precision
equipment, used by, ex-
perienced mechanics,
helps ensure a pre-
r. ,stoe alignment '
B78-13 $27.95 51 82
E78-14 $33.50 $2.23
G78-14  $38.00 $2 53
5.60-415 $24.50 51 77
078-15 $38.50 $2 59









OTHER SITU LOW PRICTO TOO!
Add $2 00 for air coittilitioning Price includes
parts and
• Our mechanics election-
call fine-tune your engine
• New points plugs and
Condenser • Test charging I
starting SySteMS, time.en
gine adjust carburetor
• Helps maintain a smooth
running engine • Includes
ttOatsun, Toyota, VW and
light trucks Cars with elec-
irony: ignition $4 less
GOODYEAR SERVICE STORES
Store Hours: 7:30 A.M. until 6:00 P.M. Daly - Ow Friday lona 1:00 p.m.
Mgr. T. Teenkin M. I. Witte Mgr. I. Davis
315W. Broadway 600 Jefferson 100 S. Stateline
Mayfield, Ky. Paducah, Ky. Fultot1; Ky.
247-3711 442-$464 472-1000
a
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Sports Deals




INDIAN PACERS — Traded
Adrian Dantley, forward, and
Dave Robisch, center, to the
Los Angeles Lakers for Earl









DETROTI RED WINGS —
Recalled Rick Vasko,
defenseman, from Kansas
City of the Central League.
MONTREAL CANADIENS
— Called up Rod Schutt and
Pat Hughes, forwards, from




- • - League
CLEVELAND BROWNS —
Forrest Gregg, head coach,
resigned.
• COLLEGE




Warren Powers, head football
coach.
AIR FORCE ACADEMY —
Named Bill Parcells, head
football coach.
TENNIS
NEW DELHI, India —
India's Sashi Menon conceded
his match to South Korean
Choi Bu Kil, but India ended
up defeating South Korea 4-1
in the Davis Cup Eastern Zone
quarter-final.
ite
Tim Allred Fires Away
LEADING SCORER Frank Gilliam (52) of Murray High fires
up two of his game-high 23 points. The strong Tiger forward
also pulled down nine rebounds in a fine overall performance.
(slot Photos by Wilt Bromism)
WW1
WILLIE FOR TWO - The Tigers' Willie Perry works inside and
goes up for two of his points over a Symsonia defender. Perry,
having one of his better games, hit the boards for seven
rebounds.
UP IN THE AIR - Ed Harcourt of the Tigers goes through the
middle and prepares to deal off. The high-jumping junior hit for
eight points, including six of eight free throws in the final
quarter.
Murray High Edges Past
Tough Syrnsonia, 6543
By MIKE BRANDON
Ledger &Times Sports Editor
Cary Miller has a
philosophy about basketball.
"I really believe that of-
fense will come as a result of
good defense," Miller said.
"That's always been my
philosophy."
The philosophy held true
Tuesday night as Miller's
Murray High Tigers held on
for a 65-63 win over visiting
Symsonia.
Though the Tiger offense
wasn't the most consistent one
in the world, the defense was a
bit different.
Murray bothered the Rough
Riders with an aggressive
zone defense and kept the
middle bottled up all evening,
forcing Symsonia to go to the
outside. Symsonia went
outside, the problem was, they
couldn't hit.
Senior forward Tim Allred,
one of the top players in the
Region, and senior guard
Roger McManus have been
the top scorers this season for
Symsonia. The two did
combine for 30 of the Sym-
sonia points...however; they
managed to hit just 11 of 35
from the field. Allred, in foul
trouble from the word go, hit
P six of 13 but the usual sharp-
shooting McManus made only
five of 22 shots.
The pace of the game was
set in the first three minutes
as a total of 12 fouls were
called, six on each team.
Late in the period, Allred
waS whistled for his third foul
and exited where he remained
on the bench until the start of
the second half. At the end of
the first quarter, Symsonia led
18-16 and a total of 14 personal
fouls had been called.
We wank4 to slow Ihingi -
down in the second quarter
and keep in the game,"
Symsonia coach Don Butler
said.
"We didn't want to be down
by too much after Allred left."
Butler added .
Thanks to brilliant free
throw shooting, the Rough
Riders did manage to stay in
the game without Allred. The
most the Riders were down
was the four-point halftime
margin, 31-77.
In the first half, Symsonia
hit 11 of 14 free throws.
When Allred came back in
at the start of the second half,
he gave the Riders their-only
good outside shooting of the
evening as he hit three long
jumpers.
But Allred's most im-
pressive move was an alley-
oop play that made it 45-41 in
the final minute of the third
period, McManus fired the
pass inside and goal-high to
Allred who worked his way in









ball in with two hands.
Murray got the lead back to
six at the end of the period as
junior guard Brad Taylor hit
from 10 feet for a 47-41 lead. At
the end of the third period, the
6-3 Allred along with 6-3 for-
ward Mike Jones had four
fouls while forward Terry
Riley also had four.
The fourth quarter had just
about everything happen.
Frank Gilliam hit the
opening basket and Brad
Taylor followed with a fast-
break bucket and the Tigers
led by 10. But Allred erased
that with a three-point play to
make it 51-44.
With 5:53 left, Bill Wilson hit
from 15 for a 53-44 Tiger lead
then things got wild.
After a conference of nearly
10 minutes at the scorer's
table because of some con-
fusion over the scorebooks,
the game finally got back
underway. And immediately,
there was more confusion.
The Tigers were called for a
walking violation and Wilson
Look the ball and slipped it
toward the basket, more or
less takinga practice shot. He
was hit with a technical foul.
"I've never seen that one
called before," Tiger coach
Cary Miller said after the
game. .
McManus hit the technical
shot to make it 53-45 but
Symsonia missed a shot after
getting possession. The Tigers
then came down and made it a
10-point lead as Howard Boone
hit on a rebound.
In a span of just 90 seconds,
Symsonia scored seven
consecutive points and for the
rest of the game, it was a
battle.
It was a 59-56 lead when Ed
Harcourt went to the line for
the Tigers with 2:35 left. He hit
the first end of the bonus but
missed the next one.
"That's where I think the
game changed," Symsonia
coach Don Butler said. "We
got the rebound, came down
the floor and made a pass out
to a guard and they picked it
off and got an easy basket,"
Butler said.
"Then we got the ball later
and came back and again
made a bad play and that
really turned it around,"
Butler added.
Murray pulled out to a 63-56
lead with 1:20 left but with just
32 seconds left, Symsonia had
trimmed the lead to 63-61 as
Allred brought the Riders
within two by stealing a pass
of the press and hitting from
under.
The Tigers broke the press,
worked the ball downcourt
and finally, Symsorda was
forced to foul. Harcourt went
to the line with 10 seconds left
and hit two free throws for a
four-point lead. The Riders
came back down and Murray,
not wanting to foul, let Mike
Robertson score from under
with five seconds left,
Gilliam then took the ball
and simply stood out of bounds
as the clock ran out.
Symsonia finished with 26
fouls while the Tigers were
whistled for 20. But the Riders
had more success at the line,
hitting 19 of 24 while Murray
hit just nine of 20_
"We're working on those
free throws," Miller laughed.
Saturday, in a 64-63 loss at
Todd Central. The Tigers hit.
just one of 10 free throws.
"Both teams played very
aggressive and really wanted
to win. But we hit our free
throws when we needed them.
Harcourt hit six of eight in the
last quarter.
''When they came out and
pressured us in the final
miriates;•I felt like we'd have
to win the game at the line and
we did. We're really coming
along defensively and that's
the sign of a good, young club.
We had eight players in the
game and they all made
contributions.
"We have some fine young
players and I really believe in
them. We're coming around
and we're going to get better
with each game," Miller
added.
Allred's 18-point second half
effort gave him 20 on the _
evening to pace the Riders. ,
For Murray, which had a 36-
29 rebounding edge with
Gilliam getting nine and
Perry seven, the scoring was
led by.23 from Gilliam. Perry
added 12 and the rest of the
lineup was very balanced.
Besides the fouls and the
controversy, there was also
another unusual thing: there
were two false double-fouls
called in the contest and it's
not unusual to go an entire
season without even seeing
one.
Symsonia drops to 5-4 and
will play at Mayfield Saturday
while the 3-2 Tigers will tangle
with Hickman County at 8
p.m. Thursday in the Laker
Invitational Tournament at
Calloway County ILO School.
Syntsonia
fg ft pf tp
Allred  6 8 4 20
Jones 1 0 4 2
McManus 5 0 5 10
Ramage 2 5 3 9
Long 1 2 4 4
Riley  6 4 4 16
M Robertson  1 0 2 2
Totals 22 19 26 63
fittatray
fg ft pf tp
Gilliam  11 t 2 23
Wilson  2 0 2 4
Perry 6 0 3 12
Boone .. 2 0 5 4
Taylor . 2 0 3 4
Harcourt. . 1 6 2 8
Kursave . 3 0 2 6
N1 Bradshaw 1 2 1 4
Totals 2S 9 al 65
Syrnsonia 18 9 14 22-63
Murray 16 15 16 18-65
OTASCO
The Friendly Folks at Otasco Say
Give Yourselftrigei
MOUTCMIR $100 ill UH L
Stereo Console
AM/FM • FM Stereo • Phono • 8-Track Player
._....
36" Mediterranean style cabinet with Pecan
finish, full-size BSR record changer, two-way
1B" speakers, tape output and auxiliary jocks.
(84-x021
Save 2998




Automatic On, slide tuning, easy-to-read




Power Scrub: 3-level ...ash action, soft food disposer,
high efficiency wash mechanism. (87 2361








large disposable dust bag, power-driven
beater bar; handle adiusts for three wbrk-
ing positions. 87-5013 11
148
Washer
With 2 cycles, safety lid — durable and dependable
10-year transmission warranty. 187 120i
brother
Save 4r5 128
Free Arm With stretch stitch, marline"zig-zog, and pushbutton
Sewing Machine VV5O,87-4021
IsTp





Sate Prices Good Nu Saturday at Over 650 Stores Throughout the Sbuth L Southwest
9-11.11on.-Thurs.
Bel-Air Center
54 Fri, I Sat.
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Nip or Self Rising
With $10.00 Order
or More
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Prices Good Thurs., Dec. 15




303 Con S.s.e 29' 3 $1°°
Old Fashion
Chocolate Drons










This Year Give Food For
Christmas — Something Everyone
Can Use! Get A...
Food Gift Certificate




1201 Sow* 20. 49c
Give us your Order NOW
Fruit Baskets
Made to Order


























4 Ot. Save ri' 98
vcetp.41sovve.Apow.549.09.0tiegologievet.
Give us your order now for your Holiday Hams,
Country Hams, Turkeys, Turkey Breast, liens
and all your meats to make this the Best
Holiday Ever 
Pure Fresh



































(center cuts $1.49 lb.) b. '1
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Given Away Each Week
Register each tine you
are in the store for the
$100 giiren away each week
This Week's Gertrude Pace
Winner: Rt. 2, Murray
•Nothing to Buy •No Cards To Punch •All You Do Is
Register Each Time You Are In The Store Drawing Wed•
nesday at 8:00 p. m. New Contest Starts Thursday
Morning.
.Employees of Parker and their Families not eligible to gm, idulu









"If You Motc ur P ua ity... ou ant : eat I ur rice














5 Lb, $1 °°
Tangerines doz. 49c
Jo" eortionos
Hyde Park 9",2 In Pkg.
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Christmas At The Library
NATURE TREE decorated by South Pleasant Grove Homemakers Club.
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-SNOWEl AKE TREE decorated by Friends of the librArN
VSVVIITVW
OLD FASHIONED TREE decorated by Ellis Center Senior Citizens.
Christmastime at the Calloway County Public Library means an assortment of
Christmas trees decorated by various local organizations.
The seven trees on display at the library depict different ways that trees may be
decorated for the holiday season.
' The public is invited to stop by the library to view the trees which will be on
display throughout the holidays.
,
. • , „
TOY TREF decorated by Cub Scout Pack 76, North Elementary School.





PHOTOS BY JENNIE B. GORDON
GINGHAM TREE decorated by Theta Department Murray Wriman's
Club.
GG TREE decorated by junior membership group Murray-Calloway Cominunity Theatre.
7-'6914ropr•L'
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needs to be changed to provide
relief from high rates and to
make such insurance readily
MP —
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available, several witnesses
have told the State Insurance
Regulatory Board.
Many who testified Tuesday
on the state's rate-making
procedures were critical not
so much of procedtut s but ot
the state law itself, Insurance
Commissioner Harold
McGuffey said.










The first day of the three-
day hearing was devoted to
testimony on the workmen's
compensation insurance,
which pays benefits to
workers injured on the job.
II
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ome items not exact
Uncle Jeff's Sporting Goods Dept.
We have more hunting items then-any other area store., alt at discount prices
OARKSMAN
J.:. BB REPEATER
Mire OCCO4D111/00T• PELLETS ‘1112ALL
DARTS—.41;
Black Powder Rifle Kit
This great value now features our
famous, top-quality Kentucky lock,
with fully adjustable sear
engagement in flint or percussion,
and an accurate 1-66" twist, .451
rifled barrel.







Today's testimony was to
focus on homeowners in-
surance, with automobile
liability insurance as Thur-
sday's topic.
McGuffey said witnesses
asked the board to recom-
mend to Gov. Julian Carron
and to the 1978 Legislature
n'orurninsi glirioThrin
that the law be changed.
He said board members
would study the hearing
transcript before deciding
what to do.
The board was created last
summer by Carroll to reviest
rate filings, and was charged
with reviewing the insurance







-rate-making process. . "In their of thinking.
The current hearings are an the law has tremindous ,
Intin 
outgrowth of that order. weaknemeit been in.!
Several witnesses said terpreted too liberally,"





don't want to write workmen's interview.
tdgh rates, In 1870, the first railroad
McGuffey said. train crossed the American
continent
Gift Ideas From Housewares
- Superior Electric No, 272
Double Burner
Table Stove Harvest GoW with Stoniest
Stool Top, Severe, Swit-
ches For loch %raw
NI MI RI Man






















and 6 Ft. Cord










Compass Gun Sling Swivels
Sharp
Electronic Calculator
Thin pocket size, beautiful metallic
finish A digits, complete with han-
dsome leather grained wallet and
memo pad. fIF key, square root No
E1,4128
$ 1 695SALE








Milk chocolate covered peanuts, mil) chocolate
peanut clusters, chocolate coverer, Age mix
1207 bag
















No nicks, cuts, scratches. super
microgroove heads for ,uner close shave,






Gift Ideas From Hardware
















Regular and Magnifying, sets on table or
'wogs on wall Model RN 1
SALE $ 1 88
Faberge's Brut 33
Gift Set





Ultra ttilo head, sha,'m-o lees





















A Nice Stet-Wag Staffer
Sonac Denture
Cleansing System
the most effective way to clean dentures
Norelco
Gotcha Gun
Compact pistol grip dryer 1000 (
1000









of the Latest Styles
Siles 5'6 to 15,16
Frost King
#1,341 Self-Stick
Open Cell Plastic Foam
Weatherstrip
Tape

















$1 °° Off Men's House Shoes




















Shirts XL to IX tj*.
Long Sleeve, Button
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I Deaths and Funerals I
Mrs. Bordeaux Dies figis: Daisy templs
Today; Funeral Is Dead At Age 60;
—
Mrs. Mary C. Bordeaux of
804 West Main Street, Murray,
died this morning at 6:40 at
the Westview Nursing Home.
She was 83 years of age, and
the widow of Jean Bordeaux.
The Murray woman was
born October- 16, 1894, in
Murray, and was the daughter
of the late James Henry
Coleman and Roberta Hamlin
Coleman. She was a member
of the First Christian Church
and had been a teacher at
Murray State University.
Mrs. Bordeaux receiver her
B.A. degree from Tran-
sylvania College, Lexington,
her M.A. degree from the
-University of Illinois, and did
- 'leactuate work in Europe
having a diploma from the
Sorbonne, the University of
Paris. She taught the romance
languages in several colleges
and universities including the
Jiniversity of Nevada, Las
Vegas. She had been a visiting
professor at the Institute of
American Universities at Aix-
en Provence in Southern
France.
The deceased had traveled
extensively in Europe visiting
Greece, Spain, Italy, and
Russia. She returned to
Murray in the summer of 1969
to reside with her sister, Mrs.
P. A. (Juliet) Hart, 604 West
Main Street, Murray, who
survives along with one step
son, Jean BordeairX, Jr., Los
Angeles, Calif.
The funeral will be held
Thursday at ten a.m. at the
First Christian Church with
burial to follow in the Murray
City Cemetery.
In charge of arrangements
is the J. H. Churchill Funeral
Home where friends may tall
after six .p.m: today (Wed-
nesday). -
--The Ta—m-BY requesUhaT
expressions of sympathy take
the form of donations to the





The funeral for Frank -
Overbey of Alrno Route One,
Cecil Holland Road, is being
held today at two p.m. at the
chapel of the Max Churchill
Funeral Home with Bro. John
L. Hicks and Bro. Henry
Hargis officiating. The song
service is by singers from the
Union Grove Church of Christ
where he was a member with
Ralph Ray as leader.
Charles Miller, William
Diuguid, Rex Ramsey, Bobby
Mohler, Cecil Taylor, and
Ralph Evans are serving as
pallbearers. Burial will follow
in the Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Mr. (Jverbey, age 87, died
Monday at four p.m. at his
home. His wife, Mrs. Edith
Holland Overbey, died May 10,
1965.
He is survived by one son,
Frank Albert Overbey and
wife, Evelyn; half sister, Mrs.
Tom Crider; brother, Edgar
Overbey; half brother, Haf-
ford Overbey; five grand-
children, Mrs. Gary Houston,
Mrs. Don Oliver, Billy, Don,
and Kenny Overbey; five
great grandchildren, Lisa and
Brent Houston, Johnny Oliver,
.Jason Overbey, and Amberly
LeDon Overbey.
Tom Doughty Dies
At His Home Today
Mrs. Ira I Daisy) Kemp of
1600 Ryan Avenue, Murray,
died Tuesday at 11:55 a.m. at
the Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. She was 60 years of
age.
- . The Murray woman was a
member of the Martin's
Chapel United Methodist
Church and was employed at
the Winslow Cafeteria;
Murray State University.
Etorri May 3, 1916, in Calloway
County, she was the daughter
of Grover Adams, who sur-
vives, and the late rthel
Suiter Adams.
Mrs. Kemp is survived by
her husband, Ira ( Bud) Kemp,
Murray; father,__Grover.
Adams, . Water Valley; two
sisters, Mrs. Nancy. Lamb,
Mayfield, and Mrs. Larue




The funeral will be held
Thursday at two p.m. at the
Bethlehem United Methodist
Church at Pilot Oak with the
Rev. Charles Morris of-
ficiating and the Darrell and
The Chapelletts providing the
song service.
Burial will follow in the
church cemetery with the
arrangements by the J. H.
Churchill Funeral Home
where friends may call from
ten a.m. to twelve noon on
Wednesday and from noon to




Services for Mrs. Arthur B.
(Ruby K.) Jewell will be held
Thursday at 1:30 p.m. at the
chapel of the Blalock-Coleman
Funeral Home with Bro. John
Dale officiating. Singers from
1teSeventh and Poplar
-Church of Christ, where she
was a member, will provide
the song service with Jerry
Bolls as leader.
Grandsons will serve as
pallbearers, and burial will
follow in the Murray City
Cemetery.
Frienas may call at the
funeral home.
Mrs. Jewell, age 71, died
Tuesday at 6:20 a.m. at the
Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. Born December 9,
1906, in Calloway County, she
was the daughter of the late
Richard and Nettie Knight.
Survivors are her husband,
Arthur B. Jewell, to whom
she was married on May 10,
1925, 804 South Fourth Street,
Murray; four daughters, Mrs.
William Erickson, Muskegon,
Mich., Mrs. Robert Rowland,.
Alrno Route One, Mrs. J. C.
Hale, Murray, and Mrs.
Bernard Tabers, Nashville,
Tn.; one son, Preston Jewell,
Almo Route One; one sister,
Mrs. Bertha Herndon,
Murray; thirteen grand-
children; one great grand-
child.
Tom Doughty, retired
construction worker, died this
morning at 8:50 at his home on
Murray Route Six, Irvin Cobb
Resort area. He was 71 years
of age.
Survivors include his wife,
Mrs. Helen Lear Armstrong
Doughty, Murray Route Six;
one daughter, Mrs. Charlene
Butler, Benton Route Nine;
two step daughters, Mrs.
Maxine Kendell, Florissant,
Mo., and Mrs. Carol Ray,
House Springs, Mo.; one son,
Thomas E. Doughty, Benton;




Born February 15, 1906, in
Henry County, Tn., he was the
son of the late Frank Doughty
and Adline Bailey. Doughty__
The J. H. Funeral Home will





Novie H. Adams, retired
farmer of Route Three,
Puryear, Tn., was pronounced
dead on arrival at the Murray-
Calloway County Hospital on
Sunday at ten p.m. He was 70
years of age.
Mr. Adams was born
February 21, 1907, in Calloway
County and was the son of the
late Thompson and Mattie
Cooper Adams. He was a
member of the Puryear
United Methodist Church.
He is survived by his wife,
Mrs. Ann: Hill Adams, to
whom he was married in
December 1928; one sister,
Mrs. Wesley Cooper, Route
One, Cottage Grove, Tn.; one
brother, J. T. Adams, Hazel
Route One. Two sons preceded
him in death.
The funeral was held
Tuesday at 2:30 p.m. at LeDon
Chapel,Ridgeway Morticians,
Paris, 'tn., with burial in the
South Pleasant Grove
Cemetery neat Hazel. •
0
4Vf fQR CHICAGO — Murray High jar, Band mem-
bers asserrMled early to.day at Murray High School to
hoard a taus hound for Chicago where the hand.Will per-
form in the list Annual Midwest Band Orchestra Clinic'
The clinic consists of.school hands and orchestras from
across the nation and marks the nation's largest gathering
of music;ans music educators and composers attracting
over 10 000
Staff Photo by Lowell Atchley
County Officials Meet
Today On Court Change
GILBERTSVILLE —
County officials taking office
Jan. 1 will be offered an op-
portunity to learn more about
the duties and responsibilities
they are assuming through
orientation sessions being
provided throughout
December by the Department
for Local Government.
Under new legislation
passed by the special session
of the legislature, counties
must operate under an ad-
ministrative code. An
example of what is involved in
such a code will be the main
portion of the training
program.
Stock Market
Prices of stocks of local interest at
noon today fzirnished to the Ledger &




































Prices of stock ot local interest at noon
EDT, today. furnished to the Ledger &
Times by First of Michigan. Corp., of






























Carroll Warns Striking Miners
Kentucky Gov. Julian Carroll has
warned striking members of the United
Mine Workers of America that he will
"not hesitate" to take action against ,
disru five ickets.
use _
measure of resources availableio—me—
and the Commonwealth of Kentucky to
assure the protection of its people and
its property..." said Carroll in a
----telegram to UMW President Arnold
Miller.
Carroll referred to Monday's
disturbance in eastern Kentucky, when_
a 100-car caravan of out-of-state miners
roamed through Pike and Floyd
counties. The caravan stopped trucks
from non-union mines and forced
drivers to dump tons of coal alongside
roadways.
One of the "resources" available to
Carroll is the Kentucky National
Guard, ind a source close to the ad-
- ministration said that guard unit
commanders have been told to prepare
for a possible callup.
the governor's press
secretary,' refused to confirm or deny
County judge-executives,
members of fiscal courts and
county clerks are being in-
vited to a one-day session to be
held at Kentucky Dam
Village, beginning at 8:30 a.m.
Dec, 14.
Sessions are being prepared
in cooperation with the Ken-
tucky Association of Counties.
Duties of office will be
outlined by officials who hold
these offices in another sec-
tion of the state.
Also throughout the day
other state agencies having
programs and services for
local governments will have
representatives present to
answer questions on an in-
dividual basis. Breaks will be
provided throughout the -day
for these individual sessions.
Agencies participating












Federal State Market News Service-
December 14.1277 .
Kentucky Purchase Area Hog Market
Report Includes8 Buying Stations
Receipts Act 1211 Est. 100 Barrows &
Giks 75-1 00 higher Sows steady - .50
higher
US 1-2 200-230 lbs 542 50-42.75
fJS1-3 200-240 It•• 14225-4250
US 2-4 240-260 lbs 141 25-4225
















As Seen On TV.
$ 1 3 am ti •
•
PAUL WINSLOW'S 4 ••
Open 10-6 Olympic Plaza •! ti •












Food collection basket which have
been placed in local groceries to
receive donations for needy families
will be picked,up this weekend ac-
cording to Ted Delaney, chairman of
the project for the Murray-Calloway
County Jaycees.
Also, this weekend, Jaycee members
will be manning roadblocks to collect
funds to assist in the project.
The Jaycees annually distribute from
30 to 40 baskets of food to needy families
in the local area.
the report.
Pickets were out again Tuesday in
eastern Kentucky, but most non union
mines in the area were closed and no
incidents were reported, said state
police.
• • Tax Credit
Dropped, SS Action Expected
WASHINGTON (AP) — Senate
conferees agreed today to drop a $250
income-tax credit for college tuition,
clearing the way for Congress to take
final action Thursday on a major Social
Security bill.
Sen. Russell B. Long, chairman of the
delegation, persuaded Sen. William V.
Roth, R-Del., chief sponsor of the
credit, to put it aside until nett year.
Roth told the conferees he agreed only
because he knew the full Cohgress
would approve the credit if given the
chance.
"I can assure you that this Roth
Crash...
amendment will be around until we get
some action," Roth said.
The Senate conferees gave in on the
credit amendment because it became
increasingly clear that the Carter
administration and the House
leadership would not accept it. Such a
stalemate could torpedo the Social
Security bill, which is designed to in-
sure the solvency of the huge pension
system.
Both houses of Congress now are
expected to take final votes on Social
Security on Thursday and then adjourn
for the year. Social Security, 5th graf
I Continued From Page 1)
on fire. There was nothing we could do
for the people inside of it," said Alvey.
The bodies were taken in a Louisville
& Nashville Railroad boxcar to a
temporary morgue set up in the city
Community Center in downtown
Evansville, 10 miles from the crash
site. The room where the rows of bodies
lay beneath white sheets is sometimes
used as a basketball court.
John Ed Washington, one of the dead
players, "used to come in here and play
ball in the gym," said Walter Thomas,
a local resident who remembered pick-
up games with Washington.
"Now that's where they (the bodies i
are. It's unreal."
Stuart•• • iContinued From Page 1)
formed during that crisis.
These ties with the school continued
to draw tighter following Stuart's
recovery, largely because of the bond
that developed between the writer and
the late M. 0. Wrather, who was
executive vice president of the
university at the time of his death in
1970.
In 1960, As he was preparing to leave
for Egypt to teach for a year, Stuart
turned over much of his manuscripts,
papers and memorabilia to the Murray
State library for safekeeping. When the
C. S. Lowry Addition was completed in
1967, the collection was moved into the
present three-room Jesse Stuart Suite.
Several universities, among the
Harvard, Yale, Baylor, Syracuse and
Florida, made the effort to become the
depository for the Stuart archives, but
the man recognized around the globe
for his creative writing skill felt the
material should remain in Kentucky.
Because of his "special kinship" to
Murray State, the long-time loan
depository was arranged, and now his
works will be permanently a part of the
University's Special Collections
Library.
Dr. Keith Heim, who is in charge of
special collections in the library,
estimates that more than 100 linear feet
of Stuart's works already are on the
library's shelves and in its vaults, and
additions are being received
periodically. tie most recent of which is
the manuscript for "Seasons of Jesse
§tuart: An Autobiography in Poetry
1907-1976," Stuart and Wanda Hicks.
The only original manuscript of a
Stuart book missing is that of "Man
With a Bull-Tongue Plow," the 1934
collection of poems which was picked
 as one of the 100 best books published in
America. The poems in that book were
written over a period of years on scraps
of paper, tree leaves, or whatever was
handy when Stuart, then an unknown
country schoolteacher, felt the urge to
set down a thought.
A_ frequent_ _pest on the campus
-through the years, Stuart was awarded
the honorary Doctor of Pedagogy
degree in 1968—one of the first two
honorary doctorates ever conferred by
the University. He initiated a three-
week Jesse Stuart Creative Writing
Workshop in 1969. It has been conducted
seven times since then and produced an
anthology of student work each year.
Last Aug. 8 while on the campus
teaching short story writing at the
workshop, Stuart was honored on his
70th birthday when Kentucky Gov.
Julian M. Carroll proclaimed the day
"Jesse Stuart Day in Kentucky." Only
a few Kentuckians have been so
honored.
An eighth writing workshop is
planned on the Murray campus for the
summer of 1978, and Stuart plans to be




The bodies were later taken to area
funeral homes.
Assistant coach Mark Sandy, 25, did
not accompany the team because he
was on a scouting mission at Southern
Illinois University in Carbondale, Ill.
"I heard it on the radio coming
back," said Sandy as he awaited
relatives of the victims in the Com-
munity Center gym.
"It felt like it was somebody else —
that it was a mistake," Sandy said.
Sandy said the Evansville Aces had
won one game and lost three this
season. The Aces were five-time
champions of the National Collegiate
Athletic Association's Division II
basketball tournament. This year the
school had moved up to Division I play.
"We had eight freshmen, all new
coaches," he said. "We were just
getting started."
Jim Byers, the college athletic
director, said classes were canceled
today and that a memorial service was
being planned for today or Thursday.
Teachers...
( Continued From Page 1)
against a so-called teacher collective
bargaining bill. "But, I've mellowed,"
he told the teachers. "I think that
heretofore my concern, the public's
concern, and school boards concerns is
that of strikes," Imes said.
Imes told teachers that professional
negotiations systems are working in
Trigg and McCracken Counties
!Marshall County also has professional
negotiations)._ . _
The state representative re-
emphasized his support for vocational
education funding in the state.
Imes said, "Sell the KEA program to
the public first and the rest will take
care of itself."
Teachers Tuesday evening also
discussed increased funding for the
gifted and talented, and competency
testing for potential high school
graduates.
The legislative committee of the
Murray Education Association invited
Imes and Weisenberger to the session
Tuesday evening. Doralyn Lanier is
president of Murray Education
Association; Pat Cartwright is
chairman of the legislative committee.
BREAKS our SUPER
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Final Tributes Paid To Rupp
At Funeral Services Tuesday
LEXINGTON, Ky. LAP) —
Adolph Rupp, eulogized" as a
man who strove for excellence
in all things, was buried Tues-
day as many of his former
players paid a final tribute to
their coach.
Rupp, who in 42 years trans-
formed the University of Ken-
tucky's basketball program
into a national power, was
buried after a blief funeral
service.
Rupp, 78, didfl Saturday
night at the UK Medical
Center, where he had been
hospitalized since Nov. 9. He
suffered_ more than a year
from cancer of the Spine, and
was also plagued by diabetes
and heart and kidney
ailments.
Among the players on hand
were representatives of each
of Rupp's four NCAA




8:30/7:30 am. to 3:30/2:30










7:00/6:00 THE MACNEIL /
LEHRER REPORT
7:30/630 KENTUCKY NOW
8:00/7:00 ONCE UPON A
CLASSIC "The Legend of Rob-
in Hood" Robin and Sir Guy
duet. Men disguised as Robin's
men attack and kill the Bishop.
8:30/7:30 STUDIO SEE A look
'et karate in California and
scuba diving for Pre-Civil War
artifacts.
900/8:00 THE BEST OF FAM-
ILIES "January-Tr;— 197r Pot'-
trays the 19th Century princi-
pals from this series' opening ep-
isode in a contemporary New
York setting.
10:00/9:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS The
suspicidus death of Germanicus
resells in a murder and treason






p.m. KET IN-SCHOOL PRO-
CRAMMING

















Characters in Search of an Au-
thor" Andy Griffith and John
Houseman star in Pirandello's
modern classic about the rela-
tionship between the real per-















TIVENESS Shifting from the




national champions; andand Ralkh Beard from the 1948 via) on basletkik even when
and—I949 teams Tubbed "'The be could on occasion EeSiia—ernetrrntittrittlirliTerNtrett7" "
a former Rupp assistant.Fabulous Five"; Cliff Hagan
and Frank Ramsey from the
1851 titleists; and Vernon
Hatton, Adrian Smith and
John Crigler from "The
Fiddlin' Five" of 1958.
Dr. M. Glynn Burke, pastor
of Central Christian Church
where Rupp was a member,
characterized college basket-
ball's winningest coach as a
man whose life "was a quest
for excellence."
"He wanted to bring out the
best in the game itself, the
best in each of his players, the
best in his teams. He wanted
firstclass performance and
wasn't satisfied with anything
less," Burke said.
"Of course, some of the
coach's language did not ex-
actlhcome from the Bible,"
Burke said, adding, "his mind
to quote that familiar psalm,
'I will lift up mine eyes to the
hills from whence does my
help come,' but he was
thinking of those hills in
eastern Kentucky, where help
came in the form of some big,
strong players."
Those players to whom
Burke referred helped Rupp
win 874 games in 42 seasons,
including the four NCAA
titles, a National Invitation
Tournament crown and 27
SoutheaStern Conference
championships.
Also on hand for the services
was Joe B. Hall, who played
and coached under Rupp
before replacing The Baron in
1972; Rupp's longtime
assistant Harry C. Lancaster;
Alabama Coach C.M. Newton,
who played for Rupp's 1951
Program Guide
Channel 2 1 — Murray
Dec. 15 Dec. 21
3:00/2:00 ILONA'S PALETTE
3:30/2:30 CROCKETT'S VIC-
TORY GARDEN Getting ready
for the Christmas season.
4:00/3:00 THE FRENCH
CHEF
5:00/4:00 THE BEST OF
FAMILIES (R from Thu) (Cap-
tioned)
6:00/5:00 MICROBkS AND
MEN Pasteur and Koch dis-
parage each other's work and
both encounter ignorance and
prejudice from all sides.
7:00/6:00 BOOKBEAT "Ring"
by Jonathan Yardley
7:30/6:30 PORTRAIT OF A
NURSE Documentary (RI




8:30/7:30 SOCCER MADE IN
GERMANY
9:30/8:30 AUSTIN CITY
"Ahrin  Crow end the
Pleasant Valley Boys"
10:30/9:30 THE BEST OF


















WEEK IN REVIEW (R)
1:30/12:30 WALL STREET
WEEK (R)
2:00/1:00 SING WE, NOEL
The Mormon Youth Symphony
and Chorus perform Christmas
songs in the Mormon Taber-
nacle in Salt Lake City.
2:30/1:30 THE ELIZA-
BETHAN CELEBRATION A re-
creation of an English Christ-
mas celebration of the Eliza-
bethan era.
3:00/2:00 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: DANCE IN AMERI-
CA "Choreography by Salim-
chine with the New York City
Ballet. Part l" (RI
4:00/3:00 CINDERELLA Ser•
gei Prokofiev's ballet is per-
formed by the Columbia, South
Carolina Ballet.
5:00/4:00 THE AGE OF UN-
CERTAINTY Henry Kissinger,.
Katharine Graham, Edward
Heath and others join Gal-
braith for a free-swinging
round-table discussion. (A)
(Last show in series)
6:30/5:30 GED SERIES




7:30/6:30 RUN THAT BY
ME AGAIN "University of




Make short work of your.gift list!
.With lustrous Chrome writing
instruments by Cross. Beau-
tiful and useful; mechani-
cally guaranteed for a






114$. 5ih, Murray, 753-1640
Dayton - 1956"
8:00/7:00 OF CHRISTMAS
PAST Tom T. Hall, Boots
Randolph, A.8 "Happy" Chand-
ler and other well-known Ken-
tuckians tell their_oiem nm-
riel Past. (RI
9:00/8:00 MASTERPIECE
THEATRE: I CLAUDIUS Ti-
berius' reign is hardly the
golden era Livia had hoped
for - he wiles away the years
with incessant treason trials
and a growing passion for
pornography.
10:00/9:00 VISIONS "The
Phantom of the Open Hearth"
Humorist and radio-TV per-
former Jean Shepherd narrates
his comedy about a young
man's passage through an Amer-






DER OF DECEMBER, SIGN












8:00/7:00 A KENTUCKY PRO-
FILE A look at the struggles
of civil rights activist Lyman




UNDER LAW "Trial of
Aaron Burt.- Part II" Second
of three programs that look
at the treason "trial of Aaron
Burr. (R)
10:30/9:30 PARENT EFFEC-
TIVENESS A look at what
parents can do e. when their


















WITH MISTER ROGERS Fred
Rogers presents a family special
which celebrates the holiday
season while showing that it
can bring disappointment as
well as by.
9:00/8:00 IN PERFORMANCE
AT WOLF TRAP "The Nut-
cracker" Andre Kostelanetz
conducts the National Sym-
phony Orchestra in this pecial
encore of the Christm*tirne
classic.
10:00/9:00 GREENPEACE:
VOYAGES TO SAVE THE
WHALES Story of the efforts of
the Greenpeace Foundation to
focus world attention on the

















POPS Arthur Fiedler, the Bos-
ton Pops Orchestra and the
Tanglewood Festival Chorus un-
der the direction of John Oliver
perform a special yuletide con-
cert.
9:00/8:60 GREAT PERFOR-
MANCES: DANCE IN AMER-
ICA "Choreography by Balan-
chine with the New York
City Ballet, Part II"
10:30/9:30 A KENTUCKY
PROFILE ••"Harlan Sanders -
Late Bloomer" Sanders, founder
of "Kentucky Fried Chicken,"
01013 about his careers and
his -philosophy on the Ameri-




Kentucky Gov, Julian M.
Carroll, who declared
Tuesday a day of mourning
and ordered flags flown at
half-staff across the state, also
attended, as did University of
Kentucky President Otis
Singletary.
Rupp's wife, Esther, sat
with the coach's son, Adolph
Jr., his wife, and Rupp's two
grandchildren.
After the service, the 10
pallbearers—including far-.
mer Commissioner o/
Baseball A. B. "Happy"
Chandler, Rupp's longtime
friend—placed the walnut
coffin into a black hearse. The
procession to Lexington
Cemetery wound past UK's
Memorial Coliseum, the 11,500
seat facility where Rupp's
teams played from 1950 until
he was forced into retirement
in 1972.
It then moved by Rupp
Arena, the 23,000-seat facilit),
that opened last year.
Rupp was buried in a brown
suit, his traditional uniform
during his years with the Ken-




WENONAH HOTEL BURNS — Flames shoot from the Wenonah Hotel in Bay City,
perished 50 others were injured, and more than 30 persons accounted for in the blaze
This Christmas
shouldn't you be enjoying
perfect coffee?
Save up to 45t on Maxwell House'
Brand Coffee. This Christmas
make your coffee perfect coffee!
Use the coupon ofyour choice on Maxwell House' A .D.0 .8.






when you buy one I
1-lb. can of
Maxwell House' Coffee . I Tim coupon gOod',Ifnektreage-olnwW ',Ideated




r 1111 NEI MB INN INN nil NI
STORE COUPON '
_J
To Ms Taller General Foods CorpOranch eon re,olburse you tor
the face value Cl this coupon plus 54 for handiest; it you receive
on the sale of the sper'hed product and r upOn reouest you sub
awl evidence thereof satisfactory to Genera Foods Corporation
Coupon may not De assigned or flansterced Customer must pay
any sales tar Void where prohibited tared or 'estricted by law
Good only In USA Cash yalue IOC Coupon will not he
-honored if presented thro.gh r..tside agences broke', ni others
who are not retail chstributo,s of OW mmtnand,se 0, sPecifiCath
auMorded bt us to present coupons tor redemption For redemp-
tion ot properly recenred and handled coupon man to 'Genera,
Foods Corporation Coupon iFferfenlpt,or, Office P an, '_23
K Miankakee nors 60901
rime use constitutes fraud OFFER EXPIRES f 39. 1971









when you buy one
2-lb. or ,-lb. can of45( MaxwellsHouses Coffee. I
Lim MI INN ME OM I/ WIN IIR IMI-MIBMO ——
• -•-••••••
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SANTA and the PIGWIDGEN
By LUCRECE MALE
Clams charms the snakes
tvith the magic harp and Tweedlek-
iiees escapes. This leaves only the
dagger but the elf accicentally




CLAUS HELD the dying
Tweedleknees in his arms. The
elf had said he would live if a
stone should weep. But who-
ever heard of stones weeping?
-,Claus glared around at the rocky
boulders jutting out of-the snow.
„Weep!" shouted Claus wildly.
-Tweiedlekstees!"
_ Bet the great stones stood frozen
and dry in the wind.
Claus carried the elf into a nearby
cave. It was cold there, too. but Or
stone walls cut off the wind. Claus.
built a fire and tried to warm the elf.
He melted snow in a tin cup he
carried on his belt. When the water
boiled he used it to wash the small
puncture in the palm of the- elf s
'band.
Then Claus sat there staring
gioornily.at nothing. Presently, his
ti'es widened and his mouth fell
pen. "They're weeping!' he
touted. "Die Walls are weeping!"
Now it could have been that the
warmth of the fire and the steam
ft the boiling water caused mois-
ture to *form on the 'frozen rocks.
Whatever the cause, tiny streams of
water ran gently down the Walls.
There was no denying it: the stones
were weeping!
Tweedldknees opened his eyes
Fie sat up He stretched. He was
well.
Claus was so happl-to•ties the elf
return to life that he did not scold
him for his carelessness with the
dagger. But Tweedleknees was
gloomy. "All our weapons are
gone. How can we fight the Pig-
widgFn now" 
"We'll have to use our wits."
said Claus.
"Alas." said Tweedleknees,
""that is one thing I have in short
supply." •
"We shall see when the time
comes." said Claus. "Now let us
get where we are going or neither
magic nor wits will do us any
good."
• So on they traveled northward.
-Strovrswirlert-zround them. Wind
whistled around their- curs.- Tears
froze in their eyelashes. Icicles
hung from their chins.
"If the Pigwidgen lives in a land
of frost and never-ending snow this
surely must be it." said Tweedlek-
nees at last.
----aClaus cried, "took! Look!'
Tweedleknees squinted through
has trozen lashes All he could see
was snow, snow, snow
':It's like a solid wall.— ti:
grumbled
'It IS a wall!' e‘clainied Clau,
A- ott-11--watt--10-fert-litgh —
"Then were there'. whooped
Tweedleknees.
'But how do we get in. V.00-
dered Claus.
'Simple, ' retorted the ell
"We'll climb it
But the wall was straight and
smooth. They could not get even a
finger hold. They heaped up
mounds of snow but could not reach
even half way. •
_Claus satd,,There
door. '
They searched the length of the
wall They went down the side and
around the other side There was no
door.
"What a stupid place to Ilse.
Let's Stay Well
Look for Cause of Prolonged Bad Breath
By F.J.L Blasingama M.D.
0: Mrs. D. Y. writes that
her husband has had bad
breath for many months
and the odor is getting
worse. He has tried several
mouthwashes and has
chewed gum, but the relief
is only temporary. His gen-
eral health is good, and he
neither smokes nor drinks.
PHOTO
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She asks what might be
the cause of the odor.
A: The foods that a per-
son eats can produce an
odor on the breath. Garlic,
onions, and vegetables of
the cabbage family may be
the cause if eaten regular-
ly.
If not the result of his
diet, the cause needs to be
sought. Often art extensive
examination is necessary.
A dental checkup should
determine whether cavi-
ties, defective teeth, or
gum disease are present. If
so, correction by the den-
tist may be helpful because
such dental diseases can
cause or contribute to bad
brrath.
A thorough review of the
nasal passages and throat
should be done by a physi-
cian who specializes in
nose and throat problems.
Chronic sinus disease and
infected tonsils an be the
source of foul odor. Also,
atrophy or damage to the
nasal lining can be brought
about by the long, regular
use of strong, irritating
nose drops, damaging the
nasal mucous membrane.
This atrophy produces a
characteristic bad odor.
give rise to nasal polyps
which become further irri-
tated from pressure and
infection and can produce
unpleasant odorous dis-
charge. Some degfee of
nasal obstruction is often
associated with nasal
polyps. They may require
Surgical removal.
Diseases of the lower
respiratory tract, such as
enlarged bronchial tubes,
must be ruled out. Often a
cough is present. A lung
abscess is exceptionally
foul, but the person's gen-
eral health is affected with
some degree of a chronic
toxic state and low-grade
fever often being present.
A chest X-ray is generally
helpful in evaluating the
condition of the lungs.
Occasionally, the exam-
ining physician will want
to evaluate the upper di-
gestive tract. For exam-
ple, a lowered acid level in
the stomath may contrib-
ute to bad breath. Treat-
ment will depend on re-
moving or lessening the
cause. Mouthwashes and
other such bad breath
remedies should be re-





With delicious piping hot foods such as Bar-B-Que Chicken, Bar-B-
Que Ribs, Chili, Baked Beans, Smoked Bar-B-Que Sausage and
much more.
Buy By The Pound
For The Whole Group or
A Plate Lunch
Different Plate Lunch ;1 49
Special Everyday Includes: Meat, 2 Vegetables and Roll
Call 753-02115 and we'll have it ready for you 5.12til street Murray
•
Claus built a fire to warm Tweedleknees,
sputtered the ell "You can't get in
or out He kicked irritably. at the
wjil
A small square of wall jiggled
slightl!, at his kick. "It moved!"
blurted the elf. "It's a door!".
Claus and Tweedleknees fell to
their knees and scraped the snow
Iron) the wall. There was a tiny
door no higher than Tweedleknees
waist In the center of the door was
tins ke)hole.
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SCHOOL DIVISION WINNERS — Murray Rotary Club recently honored trophy win-
ners in the school float division of the Murray Christmas parade. Shown (from left) is
Rob Walston, Rotary parade chairman, Susan Ramp, Southwest Elementary, first place,
Patricia Dick, East Elementary, tie for second place, Diana Brown, East Elementary,
Susan Payne, Murray Middle School, tie for second, Barbara Wildey, Carter, tie for third































































































Ilaziot Closter Cloister Trio
HUNDREDS OF Diamond Earrings And Diamond Pendants
Ott Eitire Stock
- 30 TO 50%
OFF!
• 11 Or 14 Month Budge! Plan • No Interest 90 Day Plan
• Convenient lay- A-Way • Bank Cards • Cash
COMMERCIAL WINNERS — ComMercial float division winners recently honored at a
Rotary function included (from left) Lawson Williamson, representing Sinking Spring
Baptist Church, first place winner in the commercial float division of Murray Christmas
parade, and Linda Knight, Devantis, second place. Rob Walston, parade chairman, is
also pictured. -
LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) —
The primary objective of a
farmers' strike, scheduled ' to
begin today, is 100 percent of
parity for the crops farmers
produce.
So what is parity? .Parity
prices, according to officials
of the US. Department of
Agriculture, reflect the
relationship between what a
farmer must spend to produce
his crop and the amount of
money he receives when he
sells it.
When the USDA determines
parity prices, It uses as a basis
for comparison two periods in
the past when things were
...considered fairly equal, or
when farmers were not
spending more to produce
their crops than they were
paid for them.
Those periods are 1910
through 1914 and January
through December of 1967.
The USDA determines the
amount of increase in the cost
9( current production com-
pared to those periods and
_then decides host _much a
farmer, should be receiving in
order to have the same pur-
chasing power he had during
those periods.
If, for example, the cod of
producing corn has increased
25 percent since 1967, the price
of corn also should have in-
creased 25 *percent to reach
parity,.
Such, however, is not the
case for most farm products.
According to the USDA, only
one commodity, oranges, cur-
rently is selling at. or above
parity prices.
Here is a list of some of Ken-
tucky's major crops, their No-
vember parity prices and the
relationship between those
prices and what farmers are
getting for the crops:
—Soybeans: parity price,
$7.63 per bushel; market price
(for October) 69 percent of
parity.
—Corn: parity price, $3.46
per bushel; market price 55
percent of parity.
—Wheat: parity price, $5.04




price 73 percent of parity.
—Milk: parity price, $12.90
solid color luxurious
brushed velour in a sturdy
blend of arnel and nylon.
styled with split front yokes,
two button through pockets
and dyed to match buttons.
very new. very right, choose
yours today.
'• Free Gift Wrapping -:-
_Qraharn & Jatksori
FO lt THE PARTICULAR...44AM
Downtown Murray 7533231












price 76 percent of parity.
—Beef cattle: parity price,
BAND DIVISION—Murray Rotary Club has honored three local school bands as the
top units in the recent Rotary Christmas parade. Among the recent honorees were
(from left) Hal Winchester, president of Calloway County High Band Boosters, Frank
Schwaub, Buddy Light and Joe Sills,, directors of Murray High and Middle bands; also
pictured is Rob Walston, Rotary parade chairman.
—Hogs: parity price, $55.50 —Eggs: parity price, 81.1
per hundredweight; market cents per dozen; market price
price 68 percent of parity. 60 percent of parity.
ONE BY ONE — Farmers protesting low prices drive
their tractors in front of the Georgia capitol building in
Atlanta. Estimated 5,000 tractors are participating in trac-
torcade designed to illustrate economic problems of far-
mers. (AP Laserptiotol
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it is, explain to You exactly what you're buying
*Jim, k-'4-2 qij . 
and what it's worth. Indeed, we guarantee it.





now, with no money down, and spread the payments
over one or more years. A fair shake, isn't it?
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Creat.ve Excellence .5 an American TraditAon
SAY-RITE
BOXED CHRISTMAS CARDS
Different Designs to Choose From
BOX OF 16 BOX OF 40
$2.50 VALUE $3.50 VALUE
$128
GE Touch 'N Curl














• GE Touch 'N Curl Mist or Dry Curler Model CS-1 with 41.‘e Comb
• toorrtp enITTets -you- guide Third it Curt for tendrilaTflips, curls
' • Mist reservoir can be filled directly from faucet
• Convenient one-nano mist and curl operation on comfort ciesigned
S1 3.98 —handle
• 'Ready dot" clamp tells fou when unit is ready for Styling
VALUE Release portals an around barrel let fine mist penetrate
• Hi or IA temperature settings — pick the one best suited to your8E1. hair
Non stick coating on both barrel and clamp faces finished curl slip
free 
.
• Safety roil pedestal helps protect furniture from barrei heat
• Permanently attached swivel cord swings clear while rolling curls.
• ""' • ^ - Ar/
•
BRING YOUR HOLIDAY FILM
TO SAY-RITE!
NOT ONLY DO WE HAVE
THE LOWEST PRICES
IN THIS AREA ON FILM
PROCESSING
BUT MORE IMPORTANT...
SAVE-RITE ALSO GIVES YOU
TWO PRINTS OF EACH
NEGATIVE!
IN OTHER WORDS,








Compact 40 Ch. CB with PLL (Phase Lock Loop) circuitry,
S+RF meter and switchable ANL.
1988
3-5812
Features Awl light to worn you when antenna needs ad-
justment, switchable Noise Ilionker/ANL, Delta Tone, PA
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BUY ONE OF THE
FEATURED
- CHANNEL CB RADIOS
AND
CHOOSE ONE OF THESE





A pair ot "RECON•1" CB
Walkie-Talkies designed for
work or fun. Operates on CB
channel 14.
GE CB REBATE!
3-5970 si gig 
Rugged. instrument sryTed. 
EA
2 Channel 100 mw communicator
designed 'or non-licens.use. One















1 QT. COVERED SAUCEPAN
- --Tr:COVERED SAUCEPAN
10 IN. FRY PAN







--"1""- STIR YT. CRAZWEST BEND
2 to 6 (It. Automatic Corn




























NOW ALL • 1/3 OFF 
TWIN BURGER COOKER
WEST BEND. e SANDWICH GRILL
FIRED-ON NON-STICK









Makes delicious lumborgers, bee
does, sandwiches, sausages,
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4 Oz. SKIN BRACER
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CHR.DREN'S BOOK WEEK at Carter School was kicked off with the whole school in-
cluding students, teachers, principal, secretary, and custodian — taking a ten minutes'
reading break to emphasize the fun and importance of reading for pleasure. During
the week the children tried to solve riddles posted in the library about favorite book
characters. The week closed with a play "Sausage at the End of the Nose," by Beverly
Cleary was given in the library by Mrs. Jean Hurt's fourth grade class. Pictured is a
physical education class and the ,custodian at Carter School taking the ten minutes'
reading break. They are, left to right, front row, Stephanie Wuest, Donna Tefft, Cheri
Oakley, Susie Groves, Mark Miller, Karen Fox, middle row, Jenny Young, Justin Simon,
Jeff Waters, Tammie Nance, Ronnie King, Mischelle Johnson, Becky WOW Mrs. Ann
Burke, P E. teacher, back row, Loyd Hyde, custodian, Stephen Shaw, Rodney Skinner,
David Edwards Chris Burpo, and Billy Kendley. . -




designed to recognize, protect,
and reetorebhuildings, sites,
and other Ilandmarks im-
portant in Kentucky's history
are handled by the Kentucky
Heritage Commission. The
Heritage Commission is made
up of 30 appointed members
from across the state who are
active in historic preser-
vation.
According to Mrs. Kathy I.
Sloane, chairperson of the
Heritage Commission, the
agency, which was created in
1966 by the General Assembly,
has proceeded to fulfill many
of its historic preservation
goals. "Much of the work,"
she said, "has been ac-
complished through four state
and federal historic preser-
vation programs. Those are
the Kentucky Historic
Resources Survey, the Ken-
tucky Landmark Certificate
factors contributing to the
site's significance include
location, design, setting, and
materials.
According to Mrs. Sloane,
the Kentucky Landmark
Certificate program,
organized in 1965, honors
owners of properties that have
historic, architectural, or
archaeological significance. A
site is eligible for a landmark
certificate after being listed
on the Survey of Historic Sites
in Kentucky. Three ways that
sites can be listed on the
survey include recom-
mendation of a site by a
Heritage Commission
volunteer county represen-
tative, recommendation by an
interested group or individual
or as part of the commission's
survey procedure.
The National Register is a
federal program which lists
the officially recognized
program, the National properties of the nation .that




historians will be conducting
the state historic resources
survey by taking inventory of
the archaeological and
historical resources of 24
counties for the next two
years. The survey, for which
an intensive, comprehensive,
countywide-,-" professional
approach is used, will provide
necessary information for
state and federal agencies to
plan preservation activities in
Kentucky.
"The survey teams," said
Mrs. Sloane, "coordinate their
county work closely with local
officials, local preser-
vationists and historical
groups, and the commission's
volunteer county represen-
tative. In addition to locating
and identifying each historic
site, the team maps,
, photographs, and documents
the site. To emphasize county
traditions and local history,
they record the historic and
present names of the site, the
names of the architect and
builder, the date of con-
struction, an architectural
description and any other
significant historical in-
formation on the survey
form." -
The survey requires that
identification of certain sites,
structures, buildings, and
objects be based on
significance in history, ar-
chaeology, architecture, or
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on the National Register are
districts, sites, structures,
buildings, and objects —
tangible reminders of the past
reflecting America's heritage
in areas, such as culture,
archaeology, history, and
architecture. After a property
has been listed on the Survey
of 111.storic Sites in Kentucky,
it can be nominated to the
National Register by the
Heritage Commission staff
With approval of the state
Historic Preservation Review
Board. After a site has been
approved at the state level,
the nomination is forwarded to




available to private property
owners listed on the National
Register by api;lying through
state programs. The grants
can be used to prepare
statewide historic preser-
vation plans and surveys and
to acquire and develop
properties on the National
Register. Funds specified for






members are: Dr. Hunter
Hancock, Murray, Kentucky,
representing AD District 1 and
Arch Brock, Cadiz, Kentucky,
representing AD District 2.
KET Plans Host Of Christmas Specials
,Christmas always brings a
:lot of specials—some old,
some new. Along with the
classic and the sacred 





other times and cultures and
the comic, serendipitoura,
permutations of the mind.
Sometimes there is also pain
and dejection when the hoped
for, breath-denying secret,
wishes of the young are un-
fulfilled. The specials KET
,offers this holiday season
contain all of these elements
and more.
The first special of the
holiday season airs Sunday,
December 18 at 11:30 a.in
(CT). "A Christmas Special,"
features music from
Morehead State University,
tenor Dr. Randall Wells and
Larry Keenan.
The Mormon Youth Sym-
phony and Chorus are cap-
tured at their best, playing
and singing Christmas songs
beloved around the world on
"Sing We Noe' at 1 p.m.
(Cr). Blended into the special
are scenes of children relating
and illustrating the story of
Jesus' birth.
At 1:30 p.m. (CT), time•rolLs
back to the 17th century for an
"Elizabethan Christmas
Celebration." Staged in a
simulated Elizabethan
banquet hall, the colorful
program includes authentic
songs and dances of the period
with muilc performed on
insturments ased during the
era. Highlights include a
procession and a feat in-
ACCURATE ADDITION
WASHINGTON (AP) — Ever
since man learned to count -by
using his fingers and toes, he
has been seeking better and
faster ways to add and sub-
tract. Early devices included
the abacus, counting rods and
later the slide rule.
The first simple adding ma-'
chine using geared wheels was
devised in 1642i but it was 245
years later that Dorr Eugene
Felt, of Chicago, Ill., invented
an adding machine that was
"absolute'? acurate all the
time." The patent for his first
key-driven machine, which de-
veloped into the comptometer,
was issued on Oct. 11, 1887, ac-
cording to Intellectual Property
Owners,- a non-profit- -organ-
ization dedicated to the pre-
-servation- of the U.S.--pateat.
system. .
Felt entered into partnership
with Robert Tarrant shortly
afterward and for the next 15
years theirs was the only mul-
tiple key-driven calculator on
the market, says IPO.
In the
Public Trust 
By George Atkins, State Auditor of Public Accounts
CUTTING THE COST
OF POLITICS IN GOVERNMENT
Maybe money is not necessarily the
root of all evil, but the handling of
money in political campaigns in the
last several years has done its share of
political evil in Kentucky.
You can't think back on recent cam-
paigns in Kentucky that haven't at some
point been tainted by the influence of
big money.
Make no mistake about-it, such con-
troversies over big money have had a
corrosive and corrupting influence on the
whole political process.
There's little wonder the general pub-
lic has the impression their government is
for sale. It's no wonder Kentucky tax-
payers are becoming short tempered and
intolerant. It's not surprising that tbe
public is questioning the motives of
public officials.
Spending $1.5 million to be elected is
offensive to the public. Why is it nec-
essary they wonder. One and a half
million dollars were spent in the last
gubernatorial campaign, and we have
been paying for it ever since.
Judging from the deals that are a
way of life in Frankfort today, the rates
could go higher unless something is
done. Unles1 campaign financing reforms
are enacted, it'll be the same old game
in 1979, only the price will be higher.
I don't believe our government should
be for sale in 1975, 1976, this year or
any other year; and because of that
belief I have been working on legislation
which could put a halt to this selling of
our government. I have worked with
Senator Michael Moloney of Lexington
who will introduce this legislation in the
1978 session of the General Assembly.
This act, relating to corrupt practices,
will make it illegal for any person who
holds a contract with the Commonwealth
of Kentucky, either for the rendition of
personal -services, furnishing materials,
supplies or equipment, or the safe or
lease of any land or building to make a
contribution to a candidate.
Unless- this legislation is passed, I
believe you will see big money and
special interests continue to buy access
and influence. I think you' will continue
to see abuse by public officials who,
clearly are oblivious to the public in-
terest, and you will see more campaigns
where vast sums of money are solicited
from businessmen who want to do bus-
iness with the state.
It doesn't have to be this way. There
are hundreds of businessmen who would
like to be freed from the idea that they


















is not in the
best interest
of the public. Because of the cost of
politics, because of big contributions
meant to curry favor, many of the de-
cisions of government end up being
tfased, not on right or wrong or good or
bad, but on obligation. Public officials
must be freed from this dependence on
special interest dollars.
Campaign finance law is an idea whose
time has come if the people wish to
regain control of their government. It's
an important part of the whole picture




..in the Public 'Mitt- Is a monthly column of Mr. Atkins. Reader correspondence Is Melted. Address
your letters to Mr. Atkins at the Stilt. Auditor's Office, 170 Capitol Annak,eFrankfort, Ky. 40601.
cluding boar's head and
wassail.,
The eoty, filmic and
charm of the a -fts "Cin-
derella" are COSISI1111111a f in
a ballet by Russian composer





forms with more modern
dance innovations. "Cin-
derella" also airs Monday,
December 19 at 8 p.m. (CT).
At 7 p.m. (CT), December
18, some of Kentucky's better
known citizens share their
memories "Of Christmas
Past" on the Kentucky Net-
work. Tom T. Hall, former
Gov. A B. "Happy" Chandler,
Mrs. Martha Corner, Boots
Randolph, John Egerton and
Cratis William.s recall the joys
and changes they have seen
and experienced during years
of Christmases. "Of Christ-
mas Past" is repeated Sun-
day, December 25 at I
p.m, ( CT) • _
Tuesday, December 20,
"Christmastime with Mr.
Rogers" and "in Performance
at Wolf Trap" are part of the
wonder and anticipation of the
holiday season. "Christ-
mastime with Mr. Rogers"
celebrates both the Christian
holiday and Chanukah, the
eight-day Jewish holiday that
occurs at the turn of the year.
This Special, which
aclumailedges that the holiday
season can bring dissapoint-
ment as well as joy, is
repeated Saturday, December
24 at 4 p.m. (CT) with captions
for the hearing-impaired.
"In Performance at Wolf
Trap" offers a Christmas
classic combining the talants
of Tchaikovsky and Odgen
Nash as Andre Kgstelanetz
conducts "The Nutcracker" at
8 p.m. (CT). "I always had the
feeling when going to the
ballet of "The Nutcracker" at
most Of the people didn't know
the plot or what was really
going on," explains
Kostelanetz. To put an end to
the confusion, he called his
friend Nash and asked him to
write verses that would ex-
plain the classic ballet story.
Rohan McCullough recites the
Iyhisn.sical verses, explaining
PIANUTS
E.T.A. Hoffan's tale of Clara,
the little girl whose Christmas
gift of a nutcracker turned
into a hancbiorn4 
Wednesday, December 21,
at Pops" offers
"musk to decorate by" as the
mood and meaning of
Christmas are celebrated by
Maestro Arthur Fiedler and
the Boston Pops and the
Tanglewood Festival Chorus
at Symphony Hall. A suite of
carols -called "The Many
Moods of Christmas" opens
and closes "Christmas at
Pops." Sand*iched between
Are the dream pantomine
from "Handsel and Gretel,"
"Skater's Waltz," "White
Christmas," "Sleigh Ride," a
sing-along with favorite carols
and, of course, a visit from the
jolly old gentleman himse#,
beginning at 7 p.m. (CT). :-
Thursday, December 22,
actors from the National
Theatre of the Deaf perform a
series of comic, nostaligic
vignettes during a classic
.drain—ar I loii fly tau
Thomas' poem, "A Child's
Christmas in Wales" at 8 p.m.
(Cr). With narration by Sir
Michael Redgrave and a
signed visual narration by
Bernard Bragg, the company
recreates the simple, stark
images from the Christmas
memories of a famous writer.
"A- Child's Christmas in
Wales" can also be seen
Sunday, December 25, 4 p.m.
On Saturday, December 24 product
at 6 p.m. (CT), an in- 30 Moray
"Christmas Around the 3 Peel
ternationally produced look at
World" enables people around 32 g'tjitmctL,'P
the world to share the ex- 37 Quadruped
periences of Christmas Eve in
Centered in Bethlehem 
40 Smaii
38 Surfeit
seven countries by satellite.
4 1 uOml I o r
(Where it will be midnight) at 43 Chaldean
44 sheepthe Church of the Nativity, the „
special includes a typical (pi
English cathedral choir from 4 5 meobnrtehw
the United Kingdom, a village 47 Number
boy's choir from Germany • 7:siAiacichacward
and a performanCe of music 52 Delays
a chateau in France.
for ancient instruments from 557 Els::
In the New World, a Maori 
56 Obscure
Jamaican steel band plays
war canoes in New Zealand, a 
41 pan 
DOWN
rd, ne t nnr tr ts e
32 Mpearnmaifed
choir sings carols from their
island carols and an American













































fDernoudbier 25, has a plethora
wi the 12:411
Day and aiding with a two and
one-haff hour presentation of
Handel's "Messiah."
At 11:30 a.m. (CT), Richard
Kiley hosts "A Christmas
Celebration"—an
examination of the legends
and traditions surrounding the
day set aside as Christmas
Day by Pope Julius I.
"Of Christmas Past," a
repeat from earlier in the
week, features six note-
worthy-Kentuckianit and thier
recollections of what
Christmas was like during
their childhood at I p.m. (CT).
At 3:30 p.m.(Cf(, "A Gift of'
Music from the University of
Kentucky" features the
University Chorus, UK
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Glendover School Under the
direction of professor Sarah
Holroyd as they present their
annual Christmas program
for the fIrtir tune-orterevesion.
The concert reflects the
festive folk idiom of Kentucky
and early America and
presents traditional Christ-
mas songs of other nations.
"A Child's Christmas in
Wales" at 4 p.m. (CT),
narrated by Sir Michael
Redgrave with a signed visual
narration by Bernard Bragg,
is the National Theatre of the
Deaf's dramatization of Dylan
Thomas' classic pod!).
At 5:30 (CT), "Evening at
Symphony  ̂with principal
guest conductor Colin Davis,
the Boston Symphony Or-
che'strlif the Tangiewood
Festival chorus and soloists
Florence Quiva,r, Neil
Rosenshein and John Shirley-
Quirk present Handel's
"Messiah" in it entirety.
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Di tr., b) United Feature Syndicate Inc
THE RADIO SAID THERE WILL BE













SURE, I-IONEY' IT WAS















IT WAS A SLAW? DAY AND





































AS OF December 14, 1977,
I, Tommy Tynes, will no
longer be responsible for













By placing an economical want ad in
The Murray Ledger & Times, you
start a chain reaction that is
sometimes unbelievable. You would
be amazed at what a Wont Ad can
do...Something that is totally useless
to you is probably just what Reader
X is looking for.
Don't believe it? Well, there's one
way to find out-Place your Wont Ad
today! You've got very little to lose
and your gain can be unlimited. Then
after we have convinced you, you'll
probably use us again in the
future.. thus a chain reaction.
-
Link up with the largest volume





















Guitars& Amps. Save at
LEACH'S MUSIC dr TV
in Paris.
REWARD OFFERED for
return of children's pet-
German Shepard, black
















1ring us yours for extra
copies. Made from any
size into any size.
Wallets low as 34 cents,
8 x 10 2.40. Fast service.
Artcraft. 118 South 12th,
753-0035. Free parking...,
lot, use our rear en-
trance.
DAY CARE will open for
night service, 630 p.m. -






after 4p. and all day
Saturday._
WOULD YOU LIKE to
make money in your
spare time? For in-
formation call 489-2475
Monday, Tuesday and
Thursday between 4 and














Will sell inventory at
cost and lease building.
Lakes area. Call 502-527-
1227.
"EVER HAVE ONE OF 11405E 9AY5
WHEN EVERYTHING SC:INDS
DEMOCRATIC, COM RAVE? "
6. Help Wanted 6 Help anted
LADY TO LIVE in home
with - elderly couple at STATION ATTENDANT
Hazel, Ky. For more needed. Apply at Ross
LOANS AVAILABLE for
existing business, new
business start ups, first
and second mortgage
loans, signature loans,
up to $25,000, farm loans
some 61/2 per cent loans.
All projects considered.
Call 1-502-685-1795
between 3 and 11 p.m., 7
days a week. -
14. Want To Buy
SOW WITH pigs just
weined. Call 753-2987.
ilURLEY TOBACCO
poundage for 1977 crop.
Call 489-2126.

























Reg. $Z5.00 Menstere Arm $15.00
While They Lest
Saturday night. 0*, _ isrefesesenejer_ _ gijoy_ _ _ inforrnAtion  call-4924165_ Standard Station, at 15th _ I._A,rrrmAtz rabbit dog. ri:r Tr riz on. .37 intitirtivitritettvitir
Call 753-4481. second income with after 5 p.m. and Main. Call 4744259.
to
759.WILL BE BUYING fur'
Monday through
Saturday anytime after
12 noon for 2 months. 641
South on ,TOID Taylor
Road. Watch for sign,
M. W. Henry 753-5670.
Come see the Country
Nam Christmas Tree.




107 N. 3rd Street
MARVIN AND FRAN-
CFS Elam want to thank
you for your business
and wish you all a Merryc






future debts of Crafts
Unlimited.




and get away with it? Do
you believe you can
disobey G.)d today and
get away with it? These
are very* serious
questions and my friend
if you are disobeying
God today, you may be
lost, cut off, condemned
forever. Read examples
in Acts 5, 1kviticus 10,
Numbers 20, Gehesis
19:26, Jonah 1, just to




Would you like to spon-
sor a Christmas
basket for a needy
family? If so, please










OF MONEY plus cash
bonuses, fringe benefits
to mature individual in
Murray area. Regar-
dless of experience,
write J. F. Byers, Texas
Refinery Corp., Box 711,




ditions. Send resume to
P.O. Box ?AL All replies
confidential.
TRAVEL AGENT -
trainee for our Mayfield
and Murray offices.
• Ticketing and typing
experience preferable
but not required. No
drinkers or smokers.
Apply by letter. 'Ffft
Lands Travel Agency,
127 South 7th St.,
Mayfield, Ky. 42066.
$ 0 0 WEEKLY
POSSIBLE stuffing







TERESTED in 2nd or
3rd income capable of
earning 5300-5500 per
month. Possibly from






We seek successful people If
you meet ow qualifications
you will have your own
profitable business. We offer
the winning combination - the
finest equipment to dispense
nigh profit products. We
provide all locations, com-
plete training and installation
of equipment and protected
territories. You provide top
credit references and a sin-
cere desire to own and operate
your own business. Applicant
must be a permanent resident,
bondable, and ready to work •
in 30 days. Secirity deposit
(502,1125-4180 sr
=erilo: New Age En-
terprises, Hwy. 41 N., Old













;506 So. 4Ifi 75-3-7205 t
)4twobiemdminAvvaturitufitueftesiNeAses.temem.s.tsolgs SMOKE ALARM, battery
rifiecorzisQlotrerciesoirosevca wu iTPCZ1 irNaircrirt3WqS1 operated, by Water .Pik,
FULL SIZE pool table.
Call 753-7853.




15. Articles For Sale







SAVE 1.10 on latest tapes
& albums. Everyday.
discount prices at




Model 500 or 507, while















1 600 lb Zero Freezer
0 $29.99. Wallin Hard-
0
g SKIL SAW sale. ModelWestern Store
2 574, 714", 134 HP, $29.99,; Boots & Shoes for every activity under the sun. )
Olympic Plaza o Model 559 ball bearing 2




1-6 sun Murray, Ky. 0
; 
Beautiful
Male dz Faded Glory ,f Leather ;




‘' Work Shoesf ,,60 & 607 N704 Leather 
t






Pair Fred! 1 /3
--Fully Lined-
Reduced from $140.00 to 25
$• '99 oFF
• 
*; WOOD FOR SALE. Call
• 437-4319.
CAMERAS and equip-
li ment: two 23 channel
; CBs; AM-FM tape
jo' playing portable radios;
O electric guitar without
• amplifer; new doll
0 house; antique watches,
some hunter cased. Call
‘t 753-3030.




. Leather 8 Western Goods ,
L- Vernon's is headquarters for 4
_:_.;






sets, all jiatterns, $39.99,
Wallin Hardware, Paris
„ One 51/2 oz. 18 carat
90" mans ID bracelet
h ($800); one mans
II • Masonic ring with 1
• carat diamond. Call 753-
g 3030. •
1
Early American Styli C11.62545 Early American styling with a
distinctive country look in a cabinet of Pine veneers and har-
dwood Solids. Overhang top and straight bracket base Deluxe
three-piece gallery. Concealed casters WV." W 37" D 11,1"
25" Diagonal
Standard Features
.GT-mi&icil Color Tuning . .
...Del use V,000-volt GT-300 Solid-State ChasNis




. .Lighted Channel indicator
'6" per wk.
Hodge & Son, Inc.






Radiology Associates of Murray
Prue W. Kelly, M.D.
William R. Wilson, M.O.





Grasp the opportunity to work in a progressive
Medical Center. Graduate and Registered Nurses
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15. Article For Sale
'CLIENNINGEST carpet
cleaner you ever used,
. so easy too. Get Blue
Lustre. Rent electric
shampooer. Western
Auto, home of "Wishing
Well Gift Shop."
BQYS CLOTHING, sizes
10-12 and 14. Two car
coats, jeans and shirts.
Danny Dore, Don
-Moore; 'e -R- -.Sea-
cheap. Ca11,753-8567
ANTIQUE GOLD -
drawer chest, 120. Small
antique green dfsk with
typing well, $50. Single
bed with frame, springs
and mattress, $25. Call
753-6775 after 5 p.m.
FISHER WOOD burning
_ Stove. Practically new.
Call 753-4725.
_SKIL. ROUTER sale, 1'2







435-4238, after 5 p.m.
•
- 0.100Til - TOP electric
range, 36" wide. Con-
tinuous cleaning over










table, original price, $80.
- Wilf-selibfor $50. Include
net and 4 paddles. Call
'753-4981.
•
SAILBOATS 20 per cent
off AMF Sunfish and
Force 5.' Free delivery
within '50 miles: Great
Christmas:gift for whole
family: Ky. Lake Sails,
dighway 62, Calvert
City, Ky. Wednesday-









Moms outsell end oprovrtsd ever 20











Dixieland Centel chestnut Street
Large Beach Toss els
Hand Wos en Wool Throws
._.Designer Sheets and Towels
,-Shosser Curtaks,h‘ lakson 
.,- Wicker Hampers Shelves and
cessories
v-Fingertip Toss els \Alai Gold ‘Aongram

























across from Post Office:
Paris, TN.
WURLITZER PIANOS &
organs. Rental applies -
to purchase at LEACH'S
MUSIC & TV in Paris.
24 Miscellaneous
CLUB ALUMINUM Sets,
8 piece, $39.99; 10 piece,
154:95.- Choice of -color. -
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
GO CARTS, 3 HP, $279.95;
4 HP, $299.95; 5 HP,
$309.95. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
BATH TUBS - Borg




A V A MAMIE- -NOW.
Urethane foam. All
sizes, all densities. Cut
to your specs. West Ky.
Cabinet Co., 1203 Story
Avenue. 753-6767.





Coats, Jackets. Dresses. leans, Tops Shirt‘
Caps, Gloves, jumpsuits, Gaucho set,
- Sacks; --GOWfli; Pajamas, -Rohm, --Slipers





- - - - -
"Downtown Shopping Center. Where you will find quality
merchandises( a reasonable price for the entire family
'4a 01 h iii ii um t
wr6w. mow ear Oa MS SW Mt reft.IMILICri iblat MS BB
ICTINN
Murray Ky.
Mit Mit IC1110*1101% tart= lfdald KB WY VOL TAM* leACIMILIBtit
4
4 •
Buckingham-Ray,44. ra IBA 3:5$ T:55 T:53 szsx'5 iesx :skis% usuts3 szo Irssi
t Dixieland Center - Free Gift Wrapping I
t Open Till 8.p. 'M. Every Night


















84.00 Extra If No Trade-In.









Floored, ready to use. Dr buy a LI Build and Save Complete and
ready to assemble 8.8 up to 24s6,o standard tut will precut any size
• needed Shop the rest then Come to CVS/Oln.BW/1 and buy the rest




















Having a hard time deciding on a
gift?
W Why not give a gift certificate
W from Fancy Plants.
LI
Any Amount Available
Store Hours through Christmas
11-6 Mon.-Sat., 1-4 Sunday
Dixieland Shopping Center
153-9668






railroad ties, cu e




post. Many other items.






SKIL HEAVY I/2" drill
with spade handle,
Model 510 only $39.99.
Wallin Hardware, Paris.
1975 GMC pickup, 6
cylinder, straight shift,
new tires. Low mileage.
Wayne shallow well






beds or campers. Buy
direci from factory and
save. See their elegant
-Bamboo, Wicker and
Brass furniture. Wises
West Ky. Mattress and
Furniture 1136 South




NEW HOURS MU CHRISTMAS
OPEN SUNDAYS 1-5







Whiting & Davis Jewelry,
Exclusive in Murray





/1103 "%SPA 1:73 101 AtA len =A fivi MOM XVI Orli leffi
LUNCHEON MENU
Corned Beef on Rye  $1.95Serail wok sauricaut. slice .0 1,11 s.1<ce 01..,,, cheese and our 40.•11, the a.,
Breast of Turkey  $1.90
On whole wheat served ...Dv crank..., sauce and a <up ot soup
Hain Steak on Rye  $1.85A 'faeces. opines, cen rstfee.cut ka and slice ot suross svdcheese served h oursoup el the des
WEIGHT-WATCHERS LUNCHEON SPECIAL
So, R•beve Pooch ha'
$265_ollo9e chest, te-ti 5
may substitute a potato for peach & cottage cheese or bread for
Lusoup, . . 
-
'Fish & Chips 
Tender Ink Islets golden Pried cksps and kreshpuppre, molt tartar sauce
$1.75
The Best. Hamburger In
A port qua<ter [sound Ot cres POPPY seed bun lull, dressed moth steak Ones
Spaghetti - Lovers Delight  $2.
Real Italon Spaghou airped ..4. our lasts homemadeg.m, t.tutr Jnri Isalad Irons our tam.. salad bar
OUR FAMOUS SALAD BAR, ALWAYS A FAVORITE
A meal in itself ONLY $1 95
S.
OUR REGULAR MENU ITEMS
SERVED ANYTIME




Raleigh inckstnes of America, Inc
Give a Rampor R-5. The bike kids love
because it looks and feels like a real-motor-
cycle. It's just one of our full line orlealeigh
and Rarhpar, bicycles. Fot-leirls and adults.
For the best Christmas ever.









S1BLE person to take up
payments on a 25" color
TV. J & B Music-
Magnairox.Call 753-7575.












$50.00. Will take them




stereo, $150.00 or best
offer. Excellent con-
dition. Call 753-9571 after
4 p. m. _
ZENITH CHRISTMAS
Sale, all T.Vs reduced.




save you money. All
service guaranteed. It
pays to shop at Sissons,
Highway 94, 18 miles
West of Murray. Call
382-2174.
THE FOLKS at Sunset
Boulevard urge 'you to
hurry and lay-away that
Pioneer Car Stereo for
Christmas to guarantee
to have the Pioneer you
want. Pioneers great
• demand nationwide this
year has already caused
.a shortage on some





27. Mobile Home Sales
Tennessee walking
horse. 41/2 yeats, $500.
Also two horse Premier
used trailer, excellent













Setters I. Call 
957u.
SPRINGER SPANIEL
puppies, $5.00 each. 7
weeks old. Call 753-8147.
PUPPY - Bassett





Lhasa Apso, Old English
SheeR Dogs. Grooming
by appointment. Love
Em To Pieces Pet Shop,
Route 3, Mayfield High-




12 wide. Call 901-642-
1550.
1971 MOBILE HOME, 1/2
bath, if x 87- Thrice
bedroom Call
1974 MOBILE HOME, 3
bedroom, 2 baths,





29. Mobile Home Rentals
MOBILE HOMES and
mobile htime spaces for
rent, at Riviera Courts.
Call 753-3280.
TWO BEDROOM mobile
home, 1 mile out of city
limits on 121 South. Call






16th Street. Call 753-
3655. '




available first of year.
NICE FURNISHED
apartment. Inquire at























Just in time for Christmas
Get Your Christmas
















S:F5 351 fig =,A 1:55 laf$ DDSS 1163,2511:531aS3155 72/3
WALLIS DRUG
'PRESCRIPTIONS
*HOSPITAL SUPPLIES FOR RENT AND SALE
eLEADING BRANDS Of coshirrics
*HOLLISTER OSTOMY PRODUCTS
FRESH LOAD
Texas Valley Grapefruits 18 lb. $3.75
Texas Valley Oranges 18 lb. $3.75
Coconuts 3 for $1.00 ,
Bell Peppers lOforSl.00
Cucumbers 10 for $1.00
Fresh From Mexico Pineapple . ..... each $1.00
Sweet Tangerines $0.00 case or 15for $1.00
Limes 12 for$1.00
ari be purchased from
BILL JONES, 305 SOUTH 12TH
all government inspected
NICE TWO BEDROOM - 
apartment. Carpet,
central heat and air.
1414 Vine
34. Nooses For Rent
FURNISHED HOUSE for
college students.
Available now. Call 753-
3040.
36. For Rent Or Lease
HORSE STABLE for
rent, pasture land also
available. Call' Mike
Brannark 753-8850






37. livestock • Supplies
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field champion. Dam a-
rayed good at 13 months.




LIVING - OVer 2,000 sq.
ft. includes 3 bedrooms,
2 baths, family room






Wilson Ins. & Real
Estate anytime.
..d&• 1E la la
43.Real tstate
WALLET WATCHERS -
4 bedrooms, 1,-2 story -
located on deep lot near
university - priced in the
teens. Call Loretta Jobe
Realtors, 753-1492.,
EXCELLENT BUY 11 _
wide, 3 bedroom mobile
home and 100 x 200 ft.
lot. Central gas heat,
wall-to-wall carpets,
built-in-range. Excellent
condition. Call for an
appointment 753-3263














Let us help you with





Every Friday Night 647 Ayption House,
Paris, Tenn.




No Sale Friday Night December 23rd.
MERRY CHRISTMAS!














Beautiful country home modern in every detail,
surrounded by trees and beautiful landscaping.
Huge den and stone fireplace for those warm
row y hours. The roomy appliance-filled kit-
chen was. designed to cheer your day. Marble
vanity top and tub enclosure completes a most
elegant bath. 3 acres and a 3 horse stable. Just 4
miles from city on #121 South. Enjoy the
Holidays in a home of your own!
105 11 lite Street
753-8080
THF PROFESSIONAL OFFICE WITH THE FRIENDLY TOUCH
harbor, trot" 753-4136 eedre Me* 753-99311
Warm Shropshire 7534771 Hewer Mew 753-7319




CAN YOU BEAT 'MIS?
645 N. 4th Street - At-
tractive and desirable
country like place in
city. Aluminum-siding 2
or 3 bedroom house, in
peak condition. Electric
beat, wall to wall car-
peting, draperies,
situated on 1 acre tree-
studded lot. Under
$30,000. Call or come by,




on this duplex - Make 11-
13 per cent on your in-
vestment - also have,, 
income property -
available in the form of







has five full-time sales
professionals to assist
you in Real Estate
matters. If you have a
question regarding any
phase of real estate
activity, give us a call at
753-1222, or stop by our
conveniently located
office at 711 Main. We at
Kopperud Realty,. want
to be YOUR Real Estate
People.
Purdom & Thurman




41 ACRES, all fenced,'
located near Coldwater;
30 acres tendable, more
could be made tendable.
Priced at $30,000. Phone
Kopperud Realty, 753-











Portable Typewriters Attache Cases
Pen Sets Desk Accessories
tilt Many gift iteips for that -"Special" boss or

























city with nall business
capabilities. Nine
rooms, 1 baths, two
fireplaces, large den,
dining room, three or
more bedrooms, radiant
heat, and central air.
Owner moved out of
state and has reduced
the price $2,500.00. Call
Kopperud Realty 733-





Lost Your Property With Us
SOS Moe St. 753-0101













BY OWNER - 3 bedroom
brick, 1"2 baths, large
kitchen-den, 3 walk in
closets, wall to wall
carpet, newly painted
inside, economical










large den with fireplace,
double garage. Call 753-
4449 for ate •intment.
47. Motorcycles









































LOT- Corner of US-641
and Green Plains
Church Road. Measures
1.74 acres. Adjoins L&N
Railroad right-of-way on
the East side. Excellent






South 12th at Sycantor•
TELEPHONE 753-1651
HOME AND 40 acres with
lovely landscaped
surroundings and 5
ponds in wooded setting.
Several outbuildings,
fenced area for horses,
pine forest with walking
and riding trails
meandering to a
beautiful 1 acre lake
surrounded by wooded
hillsides_ You'll not see
another picture this
pretty in this area.
Phone us today at
Kopperud Realty, 753-






tor Syntavere lierroy, Ry.
AW,
7/Air kneakvil





$29.99; 5 year guaran-
tee, $32.59. Maintenance
free -5 year guarantee,
$39.99. Wallin Hard-
ware, Paris.
49. Used Cars & Trucks
1967 MUSTANG, good
engine, good interior.
$800. Call 753-0066 or 753-
2982.
1976 SCOUT II. 44. 22-25
mpg. Good condition.
Many extras. WOO. Call
759-1447.
1974 MERCURY Comet.
A-1 shape. 1972 Dodge
600 dump truck. A-1
shape. Call 436-2382.
SPORTY 1976 SUNBIRD,
with all options. Four
cylinder. Good mileage.
One owner. $3000. Call






Long wheel base. $2850






door, white, low miles
extra clean. Also 1967
Buick Riviera, new
tires, power, air and
tape. Extra good, extra
clean. Call 436-2427.
BUICK ELECIRAS -1973
with 57,000 miles, good
condition. $1995..1975
with 40,000 miles spare
never down, $4195. Call
753-4445 after 4 p.m.
1974 MARK IV, 80,000

























/ CHUCK'S r 1;
; ;
1 MUSIC CENTER W.W W
! Murray Ky
sasitizsi vasi vs mos ma 16111:631,637R3-1Z3114-31.5s ets3 MR WRAP& !I 
1411 Main 753 1681 2




Bowling Balls Bowling Bags
Up to $112°°OFF up to $1 0" OFF
(Free Drilling + a Free game)
Ito Line
Golf Clubs Balls Bags
ALL REDUCED
Jackets, V-Neck Sweaters, Shirts
other golf and tennis clothing
•REDUCED TO SELL
TRY QUR CHRISTMAS
1415 Main St. 753-2202
liii
1973 3,4 TON Heavy duty














"Satisfied Customers Are Our
Main Concern"




















.11 1 ill las
and









The SONNINGTON • J19311
Smulated gta,natt Amarcan Walnut 1.119711W. ot.tt,
txushod Aturn•nurn cola accent,. o. Stmuntt•O gainad
Pecan (POOP) with INulhed liick•! Got.3 coon ace's ntS
EVG-Elactron.c Viclao guatd bong System ..th VHF and
UHF Chant... Salectton .00.4 SottO-Stat• Chases writ
Pow., Santry Vottag• Regulabno System Elcliant
Chromacotot Pictuat Tubs Automatic Ftne•tunIng Control
ZENITH
CHROMACOLOR11
The quality. goes in the name goes on
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• 3. IINISSI PIP. 10 ••
1969 CHEVROLET Im-
pala, 2 door hardtop. V-
8, all power. Priced





automatic, 318, 1 owner,
57,000 miles. Call 1-354-
6574 5-9 p.m.
1976 GRAND PRIX SJ.
Excellent condition.




$650. 1965 Ford pickup,
$250. Call 489-2595.
1972 F100 FORD pickup
with topper: Low
mileage. Good con-
dition. Call after 4:30
767-4457.
1964 CORVAIR Monza
coupe, 4 on the floor.
Good shape. $475. Call
753-7431.
49. Used Cars & Truths
1373 PINTO, tires and
meg wheels. Tran-
smission needs work.
$850 firm. Call 474-2317









stoering, 302 V-8 motor.
Good gas mileage.
Ashley wood stove







Doug Taylor at 753-2310
for free estirnates.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
-4
c uSICAISI c/Al THIS TIME MAKE 'T
VAIII*19111 l+critimiurvt
Specials
- Washer & Dryer $39950
Combination - White
1 - 30" Range si95oo
"Easy Clean" White















ho• a. Rebuilt Units. Repairs
of all makes
502-442-9396
FOR YOUR septic tank
and backhoe work
needs. Also septic tank
cleaning. Call John
Lane. Phone 753-8669 or
436-2586 or 436-5348.
PAINTING, INTERIOR,
exterior. Also dry wall





by Sears save on these
high heat and cooling
bills. Call Doug Taylor
at 753-2310 for free
estimates.
ELECTRIC WIRING













































Ope-ffirday Nights Iii 800
Murray, Ky.
753-3037















FENCE SALES at Sears
Doug Ta_ylor







WILL HAUL ANY type of
white rock, rip rap, and




lots. Call Roger Hutson,
753-6763.
LICENSED ELEC-
TRICIAN and gas in-
stallation will do
plumbing, heating and
sewer cleaning. Call 753-
7203.
PIANO TUNING. Call
Joe Jackson between 1
• and 5, 753-7149.






' home or industrial. Call






ALL TYPES backhoe and -
septic tank work. Field











fecient service. No job
too small. Call Ernest
White, 753-1)605.
QUALITY SERVICE
!Company Inc. Air con-












i Kountry Kitchen, gi Murray, Ky.Uncommon Items: l'
1 17
1 fr--Rum-a-Baba Molds g
4
',Roll Top Bread Box g
v- Picture Poster Raisin Racks g
v- Egg Coddlers go
v-Salt Grinders 11
i," Individual Cookie Cutter C









. The Honda Kick 'N Cos are at Overby
Honda
left to right: Kick'N6o '29.95; Kick'NGo Sr








THE PERFECT SYMBOLS OF LOVE
As you tiegin a lifetime together your bea,,t,lui.y
matched Keeesake wedding rings are perfect symbols
of the love you share They are superbly styled in
elegant 14 carat gold Keepsake matched wedding
rings are designed to please every possible taste
from classic to contemporary. to avant garde and




















Display some good Inning on mantel co table This
traditional Concord clock hot electric perni•lurn movement
for accursie timekeeping hand-grained Woodson* finish
case floral accented dial with authentic looking kgyisokt;
lustre's ...on crystal. 21"14 14"w 41,7"o- _







struction Co., Route 2,
Box 409 A. Paducah, Ky.
42001. Phone day or
night 442-7026.





puppies. Will be small.
Are very clean and
healthy. Will make
cuddly pet for Christ-
mas. Call 753-7869.
54. Free Column
healthy and cute pup-
pies. About six months
old. Both have been




and would bit ideal
Christmas gifts for
children. One is brown
and the other is an off-





FOUR 6 WEEK old pure
bred bird dog pups. Free
















10 a m -;:'"10 pm.
Visa & MCMon Sat
ITIZTTIZTTIVITVWVIMITVITITITITIT
51 Seivices Offered
WILL DO light hauling.
Gravel, ,dirt, trash, etc.
Call 753-1537,
DO YOU need 'stumps
removed from your yard
or land cleared of
stiunpal. We can remove
stumps up to 24"
beneath ground. Leaves
only sawdust and chips.
Call for free estimate,




























I,- Machines Holiday FabricN, Cabinets i" Scissors, Button Hole Attachments
Plurrity Sewing,
ri Center r -Bel-Air Center c'T.AO/ SINGE. NAIR





9-9 Weekdays ' 1-6 Sunday
"Savings up to 50% more
For The Entire Family"
Casual Shoess25°,











'Fto2mr d Piyair 00Moccasins 
B C. Ltd. Factory Outlet is your
headquarters for Boots, Suits,




"The" Store For Men
.13EL AIR SHOPPING CENTER
Our new shipment of
HAMPTON HEATH slacks
for Fall has arrived, Shown
here, rust one of a fine
selection of styles and
fabrics HAMPTON HEATH
a name synonomous with
fine tailoring and roper, it
SATURDAY, DECEMBER 17 - 10: 00 AM
GRADDY'S AUTO REPAIR-WRECKER & SPEED SHOP
118 Broadway (Hwy 45 E. -- S. Fulton, Tn.
"LOST LEASE I REQUESTED TO GIVE IMMEDIATE POSSESSION"
Parts cabinet se/complete inventory. 5 sets adj floor stands, gray 5000 lb. air jack se/attachments, HD adj floor stands, wheel pullers. in-
side outside bearing pullers. slide hammer race pullers, 2-10' metal covered work benches, 2-5" bench vises, valve spring compressors, ---
screw jacks, 25 ton hyd Jack. like new Handf-Rleen parts washer, new Craftsman 230 amp, elect. welder, 2 welders helmets, extra 100 ft.
power cable, rods. accessories. Yale chain hoist w/29' drop. break tools, filler cups & funnels, HD Walker transmission jack se/adaptors.
820 Sun Engine falter w/RE1 adaptors. radiator pressure testers. Sun distributor machine. Sun alternator, generator & battery' tester.
metal transmission table, open & box end wrenches. 't" & 3/4" sockets, ratchets, breaker handles, Tort wrenches, &mix 4" drill. 36" rigid
bolt cutters, Rockwell ND 9' grinder. Sans grinder, safety face shields. B&W skill saw, B&W valve machine Rotas hard seat grinder.
Craftsman Black Hawk 4 ton dr I'-, ton Hyd floor jacks, Napa motor stand, Arber bearing press, Napa motor hoist. Napa 5 HP air com-
pressor, drain pans, air hoses, 5 fire ertinguisherti, Wilson 30 gat eleet water heater, shop buckets, water fountain, 2 Reznor overhead gas
heaters, florescent light fixtures, 36" overhead fan. 4 floor fans, steel ladder. talon wrench se/pt . 2 hydraulic jacks, gas & water cans, drop
lights & ext cords, hand grease guns, suction .4uils, shop brooms &scrapers, clutch alignment shafts, Atlas 6-12 volt battery charger, 2
Delco parts cabinets, Atlas light display case. Belknap propane torch, Delro-Royln air cond equipment se/tools, portable air rood gauges.
Rinks No. 62 spray gun, air tank, gas welder w/dolly, step ladder, standing blocks, gas cans, metal barrels, metal facial cabinet, 1 metal
dumpster on casters, creeper stool, shop signsovall clocks. Ctiampion gear tube gun, Grace grease gun dr 100 No. grease, Gram) outside
varinun cleaner, 50' rubber exhaust hose:shop manuals, wood display cabinet
OFFICE EQUIPMENT
4 drawer file rabinet, large comb lock fireproof safe. large Pepsi clock, ticket writter, couch. typing table, 2 book racks, chairs, wood desk
with glass top. Remington electric adding machine, R C Allen cash register. warm morning stove. 2 rases shop orders. Midland CB radio
with antenna, small combination lock fire proof money safe.
NEW PARTS & SUPPLIES
Bolts dr nuts. wires & terminals, fittings. gaskets. 4 bulb beacon light, break pads. muffler clamps, light butts, k4 inch heater hose.
heater motors, gas lines. A & 12 volt batteries, chain lube, break fluid lit cases STP oil. 1 case gas treatment, 5-30 lb containers freon 12,
case disp hand towels, transmission overhaul kits, car wash materials, boyd paint & repair materials, nil absnrhants, cleaning chemical, 8
rases anti-( reeze, 25, cases trans fluid Dextron 11,1 4 cases FI.M trans fluid. rases 10W40 oils, oil & air filters, boots & rain suits
AUTOMOBILES
1966 Camaro race car, super stock with J automatic, isms NRR4 or IRA Li. mile record 1971 GMC Tr 5500 series with speed & 2 speed
axle, 35.000 actual miles and Williams hoist bed. 1966 Fairlane Ford V/8 VS, runs good.
- _ MISC. & ETC.
2 sets HD truck tire chains, 4's 8' 8 4- sheet metal. 3-4' 8' N••• plywood. 3(71 mobile a ntrrina fi ryllnder 65 Ford motor. faxes, 30 & 50
gal RRIS, rnisc used parts, TM rear bumper for pickup truck
&INLET AUCITON & REALTTSALES,
4.
216W. StrA•lime, S. Felts., To.
lc- Steve & Funk Groddy
Owes's, 479-1161 or 172-1056
0 • .
Col. Inert Maley, Auctioneer Realtor
901-479-79N Ii 479-3713
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